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Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is regularly used for routine diagnostics in clinical 

medicine today. It is a versatile imaging modality that can be tailored to provide anatomical and 

functional information for clinicians to assess a vast range of diseases without surgical or 

invasive interventions. Over the last several decades, over thousands of clinical MRI techniques 

have been developed for the advancement of medicine.  

Post-processing of routinely acquired MR image or data is one area where such 

innovation happens.  Specifically, these methods use dedicated methods or algorithms to extract 

clinically relevant parameters that can aid in the diagnostics of diseases. In cardiac MRI, 

processing of cinematic images of left ventricular motion throughout the cardiac cycle was 

considered to be challenging, as it required the manual segmentation of the left ventricular 

blood volume and myocardium from over 200 images – from 8-10 slices over 20-28 temporal 

frames. In this case, an automated segmentation algorithm of the LV allows rapid generation of 

volumetric filling curves, which can be further analyzed to assess the presence or absence of 

diastolic dysfunction. 

Another example of MR technology development happens in pulse sequence design, 

where novel acquisition methods are programmed to allow imaging tailored to a specific 



 

 

anatomy, such as the arterial vessel wall in the peripheral arteries. Vessel walls are difficult to 

visualize using standard MRI approaches, and novel pulse sequence components have been 

explored to provide a black-blood effect, which provides improved contrast between the vessel 

wall and the darkened blood signal.  

Finally, technology development on the MRI scanner to enable real-time feedback 

during data acquisition is a challenging, yet an exciting area of research with tremendous 

potential applications in the clinical arena. One such example is in coronary artery imaging, 

which faces the challenges of acquiring high-quality images of the moving heart. In this work, a 

2D fat image snapshot – called a navigator – is developed to directly monitor the epicardial fat 

surrounding the coronary arteries at every heartbeat, and is incorporated into a real-time 

interactive software that allows rapid setup and efficient motion extraction on a standard clinical 

scanner. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a noninvasive imaging technique used to visualize 

anatomical structures. Using the same principles as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), MRI 

makes use of a strong magnetic field to align the magnetization of water molecules for 

imaging. Specifically, MRI technology excites the aligned magnetization using radio frequency 

pulses while encoding the positional information using a spatially varying magnetic gradient 

field, which allows the reconstruction of anatomical images.  

Cardiac MRI offers a noninvasive method in the diagnostic imaging of cardiovascular 

diseases. Alternative modalities such as x-ray radiography and computerized tomography 

expose patients to ionizing radiation, and are therefore unsuited for repeatable diagnostic 

screening. Additionally, MR assessment of coronary artery diseases has significant advantages 

over assessments using X-ray and CT for detection of stenosis, as well as IVUS for vessel wall 

plaque assessment. Unlike the other invasive techniques, MRI offers a noninvasive alternative.  

MR technology development has therefore become an area of great interest for routine 

assessment of cardiovascular and peripheral vascular diseases.  
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1.1 Summary of Contributions 

In this thesis, three new developments in cardiac and vascular magnetic resonance imaging 

are proposed. First, a diagnostic indicator of diastolic dysfunction is developed through volume 

filling curve assessment derived from routine clinical cine cardiac MR images. Second, a 

large-volume black-blood suppression technique for assessment of the vessel wall is 

developed, and its feasibility is demonstrated in the imaging of the popliteal artery. Finally, a 

2D fat image navigator-based coronary MR Angiography (CMRA) technique with direct 

coronary artery motion tracking for real-time gating and motion correction is developed. This 

novel method addresses cardiac and respiratory motion, and thereby allows fast, navigator-

efficient, and high-quality CMRAs potentially suited for routine clinical use. 

 

1.2  LV Diastolic Assessment 

Chapter 3 presents a novel image post processing method in detecting diastolic 

dysfunction. Cardiac Magnetic Resonance (CMR) is established for assessment of left 

ventricular (LV) systolic function, but has not been widely used in diastolic assessment. A 

model-free automated segmentation algorithm is used on cine-CMR images to rapidly generate 

LV volume filling curves through one cardiac cycle. From the volume filling curves, diastolic 

function parameters, including a novel index – Diastolic Volume Recovery, calculated as 

percent diastole required for 80% stroke volume recovery – are measured. This method 

demonstrates that the automated cine-CMR segmentation-derived LV filling profiles may be 
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used in the assessment of diastolic dysfunction. A patient study (n=101) has demonstrated that 

the cohort with diastolic dysfunction have prolonged diastolic filling intervals, which are 

associated with echo-evidenced diastolic dysfunction independent of clinical and imaging 

variables. 

 

1.3  Black-Blood Peripheral Vessel Wall Imaging 

Chapter 4 develops a large-volume 3D black-blood vessel wall MRI sequence. A flow-

independent T2-prepared inversion recovery black-blood  magnetization preparation is 

employed to suppress luminal signal, and is combined with either a 3D fast spin echo readout 

employing variable flip-angles for extended echo train, or a 3D balanced steady-state free 

precession sequence with high SNR efficiency for vessel wall imaging. This technique is 

independent of flow, and demonstrates effective blood suppression and good wall visualization 

over a large 3D volume coverage of the popliteal artery wall, thereby minimizing any flow-

based artifacts that are observed with alternative black-blood luminal signal suppression 

techniques.  

 

 

1.4  2D Fat Image Navigator-based Coronary MRA 

Chapter 5 presents a free-breathing coronary angiography sequence that incorporates a 

novel method to directly track coronary artery motion through a spectrally and spatially 
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selective excitation of epicardial fat surrounding the targeted coronary arteries. The technique 

integrates prospective navigator gating and retrospective motion correction from the extracted 

coronary motion into a 3D SSFP coronary MRA sequence to minimize respiratory motion-

based artifacts. A low-resolution 2D navigator image of the epicardial fat is generated and 

processed in real-time immediately prior to CMRA imaging signal acquisition, which provides 

a feedback guided acquisition of the imaging volume in real-time. Further improvements in 

image quality are made by retrospectively correcting for translational motion using the 2D 

displacements from the navigator image.   
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND 

 

A typical magnetic resonance (MR) scanner has four major hardware components: the 

magnet, the transmitter coils, the gradient coils, and the receiver coils. In addition to these four 

components, the MR system includes a scanner control chassis, which includes the processors 

and boards to synchronously manipulate the RF, gradient waveforms and the readout with 

significant precision, and an additional console to allow operator control as well as basic image 

post processing.  

The scanner components on the MRI scanner are manipulated with 4 microsecond 

precision, and this is achieved by a combination of carefully designed and timed RF 

transmission and gradient waveforms, as well as timing the data acquisition readout. The 

programming of the carefully aligned waveforms on the MRI is known as pulse sequence 

design, and a standard MRI scanner from major vendors including GE, Philips, and SIEMENS 

would already include a wide variety of product MRI pulse sequences. Each pulse sequence 

has a unique combination of excitation, gradient encoding, and acquisition of spectral response 

using the receiver coil; therefore MRI can be used to collect a wide variety of anatomical 

images, extract tissue characteristics, and can also be combined with dedicated reconstruction 

schemes to further extract parameters that are clinically relevant for diagnostics.  

MRI technology development can loosely fit into one of two categories; either in data 

acquisition, which includes the development of pulse sequences, new scanner hardware, or any 
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innovation performed directly on the scanner or during the scan: or alternatively in post-

processing, which extracts useful information out of the acquired MRI k-space data for clinical 

diagnostics.  

Accordingly, this chapter is divided into two major parts; the first offers a brief overview of 

each hardware component and explores how MRI has the versatility to generate a wide variety 

of pulse sequences for a significant number of applications. The second offers an overview of 

the MR hardware architecture, and provides two examples of novel technology development. 

This chapter establishes a background on how MR technology development is tailored to solve 

the existing clinical problems, which is discussed further in chapters 3-5. A more complete 

overview of MR physics can be found in (1) by Mark Haacke. Also, (2) by Bernstein et al 

offers greater insights into details and implementations of pulse sequence design that is 

discussed in 2.1.6. 

 

2.1 The Components of the MR Scanner Hardware 

2.1.1  Magnet - Polarization 

The main magnet yields a large and uniform magnetic field B0 (in units of Tesla, T) at the 

center of the scanner bore. The large external field influences molecules with an intrinsic 

magnetization moment to become polarized. For human imaging applications, water molecules 

and to a lesser extent triglyceride molecules contained in fat are known to have an angular 

momentum, referred to as spin.  
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The MRI signal excitation and acquisition relies on polarizing these spins under the 

influence of a strong magnetic field B0. The aggregate behavior of these spins would align in 

an either parallel or anti-parallel manner to the direction of the field, and is often called the net 

magnetization moment vector. Without the presence of such a field, the magnetic moment from 

each water molecule will point in a random direction, resulting in a net moment of zero. In a 

polarized state, the spins aligned in the anti-parallel direction are in a slightly higher energy 

state than those aligned in parallel direction, resulting in a net 5 parts per million spins points 

in the parallel direction. The MRI uses the other hardware components to excite, manipulate, 

and acquire signal from these polarized bulk spins, as explained in this chapter.   

 

2.1.2  The Transmission Coils - Excitation 

The second component of the MRI is the radiofrequency (RF) transmitter coil, which uses 

RF pulses to excite the polarized molecules. Under the influence of a strong magnetic field, a 

small net magnetization pointing in the B0 direction is not composed of static spins; instead, 

each of these spins acquires a torque due to the interaction with the field, resulting in a 

precession about the B0 axis describing a conical shape. Therefore, the net magnetization is in 

fact the aggregate sum of such precessing spins, which is a dynamical equilibrium in the 

direction of B0. The precession of these spins would occur at a natural frequency proportional 

to the field strength, and the concentration of excited spins in the tissue. This linear 

relationship, known as the Larmor equation, can be described as, where ω is known as the 

Larmor frequency, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio that is dependent on tissue characteristics, or 
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material properties, and B is the magnetic field strength. For protons (hydrogen atoms) in water 

molecules, γ  = 42.18 MHz/T.  

An RF field which includes the Larmor frequency can be used to excite the net 

magnetization vector, which results in tipping the net magnetization vector away from the z-

direction into the x-y plane. This excited magnetization vector then exhibits Larmor precession 

at a frequency proportional to the main field             , where vector      is the main magnetic 

field and        indicates a clockwise spin. 

The Bloch Equation can be derived from the above, and is used to model the behavior of 

magnetization in a magnetic field over a course of time. 

      

  
              … [2.1] 

 

When a transmit coil is turned on, a small field b1 that is substantially smaller than the main 

magnetic field is created. From the Bloch equation, the following expression describes the field 

experienced by the precessing spins: 

                      … [2.2] 

 

where b1x and b1y are the x and y components of b1, respectively.  

The above can be broken down into a matrix equation in the x, y, and z coordinate system, 

as follows: 

 

   
   

   
         

      
       
      

  
 

… [2.3] 
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In complex number form, this becomes: 

                                      … [2.4] 

 

which is analogous to: 

  
                        … [2.5] 

 

This is a 1st order differential equation with the following solution: 

                              
… [2.6] 

 

The integral expression in this solution is equivalent to the Fourier Transform of   
    . 

The RF field has to have a component that overlaps with the resonance frequency. In order to 

achieve this, a time-dependent b1 field is considered: 

  
       

        … [2.7] 

 

Several observations can be made in regards to RF excitation. First, a polychromatic RF 

pulse can be designed to excite a specific spectral bandwidth. For example, a short pulse 

replicating a Dirac delta function – which results in a non-selective hard excitation of all 

frequency spectrums in the Fourier domain - will tip the net magnetization moment vector 

precessing at all frequencies. A more selective excitation pulse can be designed using a pulse 

length with a longer duration. Advanced and optimized RF pulse design methods, such as those 

proposed by Shinnar and Le Roux (SLR designed pulses) (3-6) can be used to create RF 
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waveforms tailored to excite a specific spectral bandwidth or slab thickness, provided that the 

RF waveform is sufficiently long. In such spectrally selective RF excitations, the pass band can 

be centered on different frequencies. Figure 2.1 shows examples of two SLR-designed 16 

msec RF waveforms and its spectral responses.   

 

    

    

 

  

  

Figure 2.1 Shinnar-Le Roux optimized 16 msec RF excitation pulses. 

The time profile (top left), and the frequency response (top right) of a 16 msec SLR-

designed RF excitation pulse with a bandwidth of 1kHz and linear phase, corresponding 

to the flip to occur at the true center of the RF time profile. A 16 msec minimum-phase, 

100Hz bandwidth RF pulse timecourse (bottom left) and its response (bottom right) are 

also shown. In general, narrower pass-bands require a longer RF pulse duration, and 

imperfections may be observed when substantial constraints are placed on the SLR 

designed pulses (ie. short bandwidth, short pulse duration).  
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2.1.3 The Gradient Coils - Spatial Encoding 

The third component is a set of gradient coils – noting a few exceptions recently introduced 

in research environment (7-9), the vast majority of clinical MR systems today typically have a 

set of three gradient coils, each capable of producing a linear field that are orthogonal to one 

another in the right-left (x), anterior-posterior (y), and superior-inferior (z) directions. The 

linear gradient fields can be used to introduce a variation in the response of the polarized 

molecules to an RF excitation by its position in the physical space. This process, known as 

spatial encoding, incorporates the positional information into the aggregate signal produced by 

the precessing spins.  

The spatial encoding mechanism can be explained by the following example. A gradient 

coil is set up in such a way that the magnetic field varies in space as given by a gradient vector 

    , governed by the equation:  

                                  … [2.8] 

 

The Larmor Precession equation can now be expressed as follows: 

                              … [2.9] 

 

The rotating net magnetization vector,         , can be described as: 

                  
                   … [2.10] 

 

where         is the initial value at t = 0. Now let us recall the Signal equation, for which 

       accounts for        . It follows that: 
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… [2.11] 

 

Now consider applying a frequency demodulation, which loosely works as follows:  

   is the Larmor frequency, in the order of MHz, whereas the           contribution is in the 

order of kHz. Therefore, as             , the following approximation can be made: 

                  … [2.12] 

 

This yields: 

                   
                   

   

 

            
                           

   

 

 

 
 

… [2.13] 

 

where the terms independent from position are rearranged to outside the summation 

expression. This expression can be further modified to            by first considering        . 

                          … [2.14] 

 

Now recall the Fourier Transform Equation, and consider the expression of     : 

            … [2.15] 

 

which yields:  

                                         … [2.16] 

 

It then follows that: 
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… [2.17] 

 

 

which is a volume integral, or the 3D-FT of the object. So the signal acquired is the Fourier 

Transform of the superposition of the spins affected by the gradient field     .  

 

It is now necessary to consider the gradient field      as it changes with respect to time. For 

simplicity, consider a 2D gradient field from here onwards. Namely, 

                          … [2.18] 

 

The general equation that relates magnetic moment is the Bloch Equation: 

      

  
              

 

… [2.19] 

 

In the x, y, and z coordinate system in matrix form: 

 
      
      

 

      

      

               
     

  

 

… [2.20] 

 

This yields a system of differential equations: 

                        

                         

 
 

… [2.21] 

 

Representing this in complex number form yields: 

                                         … [2.22] 
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… [2.23] 

which is a simple 1st order differential equation, with the following solution: 

          
                  … [2.24] 

 

And making a similar substitution                           yields:  

                    

                    

 

… [2.25] 

 
 

… [2.26] 

 

 

The area under the Gradient waveform will be the location in k-space sampled at time t.  

 

Example: Spatially Selective Excitation 

The method to introduce spectral selectivity by manipulating the RF excitation waveform 

has been introduced in 2.1.2.  In this section, the addition of gradient waveform during RF 

waveform playout is used to demonstrate the excitation of a spatially selective slab, allowing 

anatomical imaging of a targeted volume.  

Consider an RF pulse with a sync profile, whose Fourier spectrum is a rectangular function 

    .  In Figure 2.2, a trapezoidal z-gradient played out would introduce a spectral range 

varying linearly by position. Then, magnetization vectors within the spectral RF bandwidth 

    , or equivalently in the spatial range exhibiting the precession frequency within the 

spectral bandwith, would experience resonance: 
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                     .
  

 
… [2.27] 

 

A spectrally selective RF pulse can be combined with a gradient excitation to selectively 

excite a slice thickness.  

 

 

 

2.1.4 Receiver Coil - Signal Reception  

T     g  l  qu         m     F     y’  L      I  u              ll   : 

Figure 2.2 Spatially Selective Excitation.  

A sync-shaped RF excitation provides a spectral RF bandwidth. A linear gradient played out 

during this RF pulse duration introduces a slice-encoding effect onto the RF spectral range 

that is excited, which results in exciting a specific volume, for targeted anatomical imaging 

with MRI. Illustration by Robert Zubkoff: Courtesy of www.learnmri.org. 

http://www.learnmri.org/
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… [2.28] 

in which the magnetic flux,   , is equal to the integral of the magnetic field through its 

surface. In this equation, dA is the element of the surface area across the receiver coil. The 

induced electromotive force EMF, is the change in flux: 

     
   

  
 

… [2.29] 

 

In this equation, EMF is also proportional to the number of wire loops in the receiver coil. 

Furthermore, each net magnetization vector has a contribution of: 

 
   

  
      

     
… [2.30] 

 

 

Thus the total signal observed by a coil, or the sum of EMF, can be expressed using the 

principle of superposition:  

                     

  

 
… [2.31] 
 

 

 

Signal sampling must also be considered upon the examination of the receiver coil. A 

fundamental concept in sampling theory is the Nyquist Theorem, which states that the 

maximum frequency that can be sampled must be less than half the sampling frequency. In 

practice, the maximum frequency sampled is about a tenth of the sampling rate, which holds 

true in MRI acquisition as well. In medical imaging, insufficient sampling of the resonant 

frequencies would result in aliasing artifacts. Many literature are available on the sampling 

theory, and dedicated research to undersample the acquisition while being able to reconstruct a 

high-quality image has gained interest (10-13).  Namely, accelerated imaging techniques using 
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parallel imaging, compressed sensing, or a combination of the two, have emerged over the last 

15 years. These methods utilize unique strategies to undersample the k-space and reconstruct 

an image to yield anatomically accurate images at the cost of a slightly reduced SNR. 

 

2.1.5  The TPS Chassis – Scanner Hardware Control  

On the General Electric MRI scanner hardware platform (GE Excite), the components 

described in 2.1.1 – 2.1.4 are controlled by a dedicated system known as the transceiver 

processor and storage (TPS) or alternatively as multi-generation data acquisition (MGD) 

chassis in the more recent hardware versions, which manipulates all scanner hardware 

including the RF, gradients, and signal acquisition. The MGD has a 4 µsec precision in the 

synchronous generation of different waveforms, as well as the signal acquisition. As 

demonstrated in 2.1.3 to show an example of spatially selective excitation, the manipulation of 

these waveforms allows virtually an infinitely possible ways to both spatially and spectrally 

excite, as well as acquire spatially encoded frequency responses, with realistic limitations due 

to sampling, safety, as well as clinical constraints for routine MR application on the patient 

population.  

Dedicated MRI pulse sequences can be designed and used to acquire a wide variety of 

anatomical images with different contrasts, or be applied in combination with post processing 

methods beyond a simple 2D or 3D Fourier transformation to extract functional information 

about tissue and blood characteristics (ie. phase-contrast (14), T1 and T2 mapping, DTI, QSM, 

etc.), as well as magnetization-prepared methods (eg. DIR (15), T2IR (16), etc.) to extract 
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specific clinically relevant information. Carefully timed acquisition of k-space signal would 

enable temporally dynamic reconstructions (ie. perfusion, cine, and navigators), which allows 

more than a simple anatomical imaging volume reconstruction that may be applied to clinical 

manner for examination of diseases that cannot be diagnosed from static images. These novel 

methods beyond a simple 2D or 3D Fourier transformation of a k-space data are often handled 

in post-processing. While many of the described techniques require dedicated post-processing, 

a fundamental aspect of MR imaging volume reconstruction utilizes a multidimensional 

Fourier transform to convert the spatially encoded k-space signal into an anatomical image.  

 

2.1.6 GE EPIC - Pulse Sequence Design 

Pul     qu                v l  m           GE’           l     m       formed using a 

software environment called EPIC (which stands for Environment for Pulse programming In 

C). In the 14M5 software version used for the majority of the work in this thesis, the 

compilation of the MRI pulse sequence in EPIC produces two executable files: the first is the 

PSD host process that runs on the host console and communicates with the entire scanner 

system, and the second is the PSD target process (known as IPG in previous software versions) 

that performs dedicated control of scanner hardware.  

In the host process, a set of predefined variables called Control Variables, or CV, are used 

to communicate with the remaining part of the scanner system. The host process runs during 

setup of the scan and has four subroutines. All CVs are initialized in the cvinit section. Once 

initialized, their values are continually updated after any operator action during setup in the 
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cveval section. In the cvcheck section, all CVs are verified so that relevant scan parameters 

remain within the hardware and software constraints. Finally, the predownload section 

executes once more before the entire set of CVs are sent to the target for pulse generation 

through the download process.  

The download process commences the target process, which transfers the set of CVs from 

the host onto the scanner hardware. The target component includes two notable subroutines: 

the waveform generation known as PulseGen (PG), and the Real-time Sequence Preparation 

(RSP) that runs during the scan with the hardware sequencers that control the TPS. PG is the 

section where each set of pulse is generated, and is individually saved into memory blocks that 

can be easily accessed during RSP. In the research environment, CVs can be forced to a fixed 

value specified by the operator after the download process. The target component hence plays 

a significant role in the timing and manipulation of the waveforms.  

The RSP section specifies the sequential order of all waveforms that are to be played out. 

For a majority of MRI scans, the acquisition scheme of the scan is predetermined; real-time 

imaging discussed in 2.2.3 and Chapter 5 requires additional feedback from a separate piece 

of software that runs concurrently with the RSP section of the pulse sequence. Another notable 

constraint in the pulse sequence development is the resource allocated for waveforms that can 

be saved; there is a limit on the number of RF excitation pulses that can be archived per scan, 

as well as the number of waveforms (which is a combination of RF, gradient, and readout) that 

can be called back in the RSP. Pulse sequence development on the GE platform must also 

account for these constraints. 
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2.1.7  Volume Reconstruction and Analysis – Image Post-Processing 

For volumetric image reconstruction stored after the end of an MRI scan, a 2D k-space raw 

data is applied the 2D Fourier transformation into the image domain.  Likewise, a 3D k-space 

raw volume data is applied a Fourier transform in 3D.  

While the k-space data acquired using the Cartesian scheme can be readily processed by 

the VRE board as soon as the data acquisition completes, it is more involved to reconstruct 

images from sampling methods that are either non-Cartesian (eg. spiral, radial, etc.) or 

inherently undersampled and require a specific reconstruction scheme, including parallel 

imaging methods such as SENSE, SMASH, and compressed sensing. These methods often 

require additional dedicated post-processing, using a dedicated hardware such as an offline 

workstation, server cluster, or more recently a graphical processing unit (GPU) for rapid 

processing of raw data into an image or a format with clinically diagnostic utility while the 

clinician is on the scanner.  

Additionally, MR technology is not limited to a static imaging volume or functional 

analysis. Manipulation of k-space acquisition over the scan duration allows reconstruction of 

temporally dynamic images, as well as reconstructions whose primary utility is not in the 

reconstructed volume, but rather in the functional parameters that can be readily extracted from 

the specific post-processing methods (eg. left ventricular myocardial motion and volume filling 

analysis from cine-CMR sequences, flow velocity measurements from Phase Contrast 

sequences, motion information from myocardial tagging methods, fiber tracking with Diffusion 

Tensor Imaging, hemodynamic response with BOLD fMRI sequences, etc).  
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One clinical application of image post-processing described in Chapter 3 is the automated 

segmentation of left ventricle from short-axis cine SSFP images. This technique, which can be 

used readily on clinically acquired cine-CMR short axis images of the LV, utilizes a region-

growth algorithm on the left ventricular chamber using an operator-defined seed point across a 

slice range, and monitors the effusion of the region growth to leak to the outside of the 

myocardium. The algorithm detects a significant change in the segmented volume upon this 

leakage, which is then used to retract and identify the left ventricular volume. This approach 

can be used iteratively on multiple slices and temporal phases in a cine-SSFP image to fully 

segment the entire left ventricular volume, and the volume filling profiles can be further 

assessed to identify physiological abnormalities of the heart. Likewise, myocardial volume can 

be segmented using an analogous algorithm, which allows a clinical evaluation of myocardial 

performance.  

Manipulation of MRI pulse sequences and the development of corresponding post-

processing and clinical evaluation methods enable a tremendous number of ways for MRI to 

diagnose diseased states, and in some cases provide guided intervention in the therapeutics. In 

the most recent annual meeting of the International Society of Magnetic Resonance and 

Medicine (ISMRM) held in Melbourne, Australia in May of 2012, there were approximately 

4500 research abstracts presented in over 120 different clinical, technical, and a handful of 

educational categories, which suggests significant interest in active and ongoing MRI research. 
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2.2 The MR System Architecture 

The previous section, 2.1 loosely referred to different hardware components and their 

primary roles in the MR system. Additionally, the work presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis 

makes use of a unique MR hardware and a software system to enable a novel MR data 

acquisition technique. Additional modifications to the storage mechanism of the acquired MR 

signal, or additional instructions can be sent to the scanner hardware and enable novel 

reconstruction methods. This section provides an overview of both the typical hardware 

architecture on the General Electric (GE) Excite scanner platform described within the general 

common sense. Two examples are provided; the first is the use of a dedicated cluster for 

volume reconstruction of signals sampled with a non-Cartesian spiral trajectory, and the 

second is the real-time processing of navigator data for prospective acquisition to minimize 

scan time. Of note, the latter provides the prerequisite background for the real-time and 

interactive software system introduced in Chapter 5.  

 

2.2.1  The GE EXCITE System Architecture 

Figure 2.3 shows the block diagram of the GE EXCITE system architecture. In order to 

enable real-time MR processing during data acquisition, the system must rapidly process and 

communicate between different components without encountering any run-time errors while 

also allowing operator control of the real-time software during a scan. 

Fast and real-time MR signal processing is performed on the Multi-Generation Data 

Acquisition (MGD) Chassis, specifically on the acquisition processing subsystem (APS) board 
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that coordinates MR data acquisition. Allowing the real-time processing on the APS board 

during an MRI scan allows rapid access, processing, and communication via instructional 

packets with the host computer which controls the graphics shown on the console, and the 

application gateway processor (AGP) board which coordinates with dedicated hardware to 

create the RF and Gradient waveforms, which is also on the MGD.     

The GE EXCITE systems used in this research employ the Reflex 400 Vector Array 

Processor (AP) board, which allows up to 2GB of acquired signal storage into the Bulk Access 

Memory (BAM).  This amount of memory is typically sufficient for storage of one 3D k-space 

volume. Each data point is stored into the BAM as a pair of real and imaginary 2-byte signed 

short numbers. Thus an eight-channel cardiac array with a fully sampled k-space dimension of 

256 x 256 x 16 requires approximately 33 MB for storing the entire k-space data. A typical 

MRI scan can be stored into the BAM without reaching close to its size constraints. However, 

BAM size constraints can potentially be highly oversampled dynamical scans; for example, if 

assuming a TR of 4 msec in sampling each line with 256 sampling points using an 8 channel 

coil, it would be possible to continuously acquire data for ~17 minutes before the BAM 

becomes completely filled. 
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2.2.2 Example – 3D Spiral Phase Resolved Reconstruction 

The 3D Spiral Cine method demonstrates an example of how non-Cartesian sampling can 

be combined with a dedicated and elaborate reconstruction that uses sliding window view 

sharing, non-Cartesian spiral reconstruction, and anti-aliasing of spiral artifacts by PILS. On 

the GE system, dedicated acquisition trajectories such as spiral can be processed seamlessly 

Figure 2.3  A Typical MRI System Architecture Block Diagram. 

The system architecture is organized in three sections; the scanner hardware, the scanner 

control, and the host console.    
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with a dedicated image reconstruction on the data stored in the BAM. This is enabled by 

specifying the CV rhrecon to a value corresponding to the reconstruction code one seeks to 

perform. Figure 2.4 shows the workflow of a dedicated reconstruction of a 3D SSFP cine 

spiral sequence that is exclusively developed by Kressler et al (17,18) on the GE platform. 

This example is noteworthy because the specific rhrecon calls a script to sort the acquired 

spiral k-space data, pushing it to multiple nodes in a computer cluster accounting for shared 

views, where each node then generates a 3D k-space volume at a specific phase through the 

standard non-Cartesian spiral reconstruction, and finally applies a fast and efficient parallel 

imaging scheme known as coil-specific PILS, which utilizes coil sensitivity information from a 

  l                    g         g      u        ly        m         l’         v  y   g   , 

which thereby reduces spiral-induced aliasing artifacts in the imaging FOV.  

The computation time required for image reconstruction is an important consideration, as 

clinical applications often require immediate feedback for the operator or clinician to further 

guide their scan protocols (ie. placing new prescription, or rescanning motion-artifact 

corrupted volumes). Kressler et al’  m                             u                   v lum     

under 2 minutes onto the scanner console (17), which makes the technique practical for clinical 

imaging.  
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In a general sense, allowing the rhrecon to run a computationally inefficient MATLAB-

based script on the volume reconstruction hardware is expected to perform the slowest. This 

can be improved by either running the same MATLAB script on a dedicated server with more 

powerful hardware capabilities, or alternatively running the reconstruction script using a more 

high-level programming language such as C or C++. Additionally, parallel post-processing of 

different volume slices or temporal phase on a multi-node cluster can further speed up the total 

computation to return the clinically relevant information to the scanner console. More recently, 

there has been great interest in utilizing a dedicated GPU for nontrivial reconstruction 

Figure 2.4 Schematics of 3D Cine Spiral Reconstruction by Kressler et al. 

This reconstruction utilizes a dedicated N-node clu      N = 32    K    l       l’  

implementation) to parallelize the spiral reconstruction of multiple volumes. Each node 

includes two processors each performing an assigned reconstruction task, allowing the 

reconstruction of all cine images in less than 2 minutes for a 40-fold scan time reduction.  
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algorithms, and some vendor platforms, such as SIEMENS, have recently introduced a GPU-

based reconstruction unit on their most recent scanner products. 

 

2.2.3 Example –Prospectively Gated Coronary MRA 

In 2.1.6, a brief introduction was given to the idea of establishing a communication line in 

real-time to direct the views to acquire during the scan. For real-time imaging, the interaction 

between the RSP section, any external software component for real-time data processing, and 

the entire MRI scanner architecture as a whole must be thoroughly considered to effectively 

enable real-time imaging on the scanner hardware.  

P  v  u  GE Ex      y   m’          u  u      v   ll             v g       g  l       ly 

onto the BAM, which has been sufficient for extracting and processing a single echo, but has 

constrained the development of more elaborate real-time data processing, such as prospective 

navigator gating. Recent modifications in the software/hardware infrastructure which redirects 

the acquired navigator echoes into a separate buffer for immediate access the acquired echo has 

enabled more elaborate real-time MR processing and applications, such as the technique 

presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis, and that given in ref. (19) by Spincemaille et al, which 

preceded the real-time processing of 2D navigator image is based on. 

The real-time front end of the system is designed using the X-window protocol, which 

allows graphical manipulation and display necessary for real-time applications without 

constraining the resource-dependent real-time APS hardware. Software variables on the APS 

are also created on the host side to replicate the processing environment, and a communication 
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between components using VxWorks (Wind River Systems Inc., Alameda, CA), a real-time 

operating system (RTOS) for embedded system processing in real-time, to update the APS 

with modified parameters from the host in a secure and reliable manner.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 shows the existing real-time interface for processing a 1D pencil-beam 

prescribed on the diaphragm-liver interface for prospective gating with Phase ordering with 

Automatic Window Selection (PAWS) (20). The pencil-beam data is first extracted from its 

storage and applied a 1D Fast Fourier Transform, which depicts the liver-diaphragm position 

Figure 2.5 Prospective Diaphragmatic Pencil-beam Navigator Gating Interface. 

1D pencil-beam is being displayed over multiple heartbeats in this X-window based 

graphical display that updates every heartbeat and adjusts the data acquisition with a real-

time feedback loop to the scanner based on the current respiratory position and previously 

acquired data using the PAWS prospective gating algorithm. A more detailed description of 

PAWS gating algorithm is provided in 5.3.3. 
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as a sharp contrast between the liver tissue with signal and the air inside the lung with no 

signal. This information can then be used with a variety of existing prospective gating 

algorithms, including accept/reject, diminishing variance, PAWS, or CLAWS.  

 

2.3  Summary 

MRI is an extremely versatile platform for clinical imaging with a wide variety of 

anatomical and functional applications. This chapter provided an overview of how the MRI 

scanner hardware, software, and the overall system architecture can enable a variety of 

imaging methods to identify clinically relevant information to assist diagnostics and advance 

medicine. Novel imaging technologies are constantly being developed, and diagnostic methods 

to aid these methods are becoming more prevalent. Cardiac and peripheral magnetic resonance 

imaging applications discussed in the remaining chapters form a small but important part of the 

overall technology development in magnetic resonance research. 
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Chapter 3 

LV DIASTOLIC ASSESSMENT 

3.1 Clinical Background  

Left ventricular (LV) diastolic dysfunction is a common cause of heart failure, occurring in 

up to 40-50% of heart failure patients (21,22). Identification of diastolic dysfunction is 

important for assessment of prognosis and tailoring of therapy. Altered LV compliance 

changes the timing profiles of LV filling and leads to diastolic dysfunction. LV filling profiles 

have been used to assess diastolic function by other imaging modalities, such as radionuclide 

cineangiography (RNCA) (23-25). Similar applications for cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) 

imaging have been impractical as manual planimetry of all LV images across all temporal 

phases would typically require tracing of over two hundred images per patient. Thus, whereas 

CMR is an accepted reference standard for LV systolic function, its use for assessment of 

diastolic function is limited and additional testing, such as echocardiography (echo) is typically 

employed to establish this diagnosis.  

Automated segmentation of isolated end-diastolic and end-systolic phases is well-

established for measurement of LV ejection fraction (26-28). By extension, automated 

segmentation of LV volumes across all temporal phases holds the potential to rapidly assess 

diastolic filling patterns. An advantage of this approach is its application to standard cine-CMR 

data without additional dedicated imaging, which can be prohibitive in heart failure patients 

with limited breath hold capabilities. While automated segmentation holds the potential to 
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markedly increase the yield of standard CMR exams, its utility for distinguishing between 

normal and abnormal diastolic filling has not been validated.  

An automated segmentation algorithm (LV-METRIC) was recently developed to quantifies 

LV volume based on per-voxel signal intensity while employing no assumptions regarding LV 

shape (28). In an initial validation study, LV-METRIC closely agreed with phantom volumes 

and LV ejection fraction as manually measured in clinical patients (28). The current study was 

designed to evaluate whether volumetric filling profiles generated automatically by LV-

METRIC can be useful to distinguish between patients with and without isolated diastolic 

dysfunction as established by the reference standard of echo. 

 

3.2  Experimental Design 

 

T      u y    lu          u  v                   m l LV  y   l    u        EF ≥ 55%    

echo and cine-CMR) who underwent echo assessment of diastolic function within 7 days of 

CMR. The study was conducted in accordance with the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at 

Weill Cornell, which approved the research protocol. All prospectively enrolled patients 

provided written informed consent and the IRB approved use of pre-existing clinical data. 

Comprehensive clinical data were collected at the time of CMR including cardiac risk 

factors, coronary artery disease (CAD) history, NYHA functional class, and medication 

regimen. Self-reported data were supplemented by review of medical records for assessment of 

casual blood pressure measurement, invasive filling pressures, and clinical indices. 
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3.3  Imaging Protocol 

 

In this study, echocardiography was used as a gold standard in the assessment of diastolic 

function. As described in 3.2, the study limited its population to patients who underwent echo 

and CMR within 7 days. Three patients were excluded whose CMR data prohibited qualitative 

assessment of LV performance due to atrial fibrillation or ventricular ectopy. No patients were 

excluded based on clinical characteristics or quantitative processing results. Imaging was 

performed between September 2005 and April 2009 at Weill Cornell Medical College. 

 

3.3.1. Echocardiography 

Transthoracic echoes were performed using commercially available equipment (General 

Electric Vivid-7 or Siemens Sequoia). Images were acquired in apical and parasternal 

orientations and linear quantitative measurements were performed on parasternal views in 

accordance with American Society of Echocardiography guidelines (29). Mitral valve inflow 

parameters were acquired in an apical 4 chamber view via pulsed-wave Doppler sampling 

performed at the mitral valve leaflet tips perpendicular to the valve annulus. Tissue Doppler 

profiles were acquired in the apical 4 chamber view with sampling performed at the basal 

septum and, if technically feasible, lateral wall.  

The echo diagnosis of diastolic dysfunction was adjudicated in all cases by a single 

experienced echocardiographer (RBD) who was blinded to patient identity and CMR results. In 

accordance with established guidelines (30,31), diastolic performance was graded as follows:  
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 Normal: E/A ≥0.8,      l  ’ ≥8, l     l  ’ ≥10,     l          m  140-240 msec 

 Grade 1(mild): E/A <0.8,      l  ’ <8, l     l  ’ <10,     l        time >240 msec 

 Grade 2 (moderate): E/A 0.8-1.5,       l  ’ <8, l     l  ’ <10,   v l          m  140-240 

msec 

 Grade 3 (severe): E/A 2,      l  ’ <8, l     l  ’ <10,     l          m  <140 

In patients with equivocal tissue Doppler indices (i.e. abnormal la    l  u     m l      l  ’ 

 m l  u   ,  ’/ ’   v    l  <1       ulm    y v     l        l        u            l    

presence of diastolic dysfunction. 

 

3.3.2. CMR Imaging 

CMR exams were performed using 1.5 Tesla scanners (General Electric). Cine-CMR used 

a commercially available 2D steady state free precession pulse sequence. Images were 

acquired in contiguous short axis slices from the level of the mitral valve annulus through the 

LV apex. Typical parameters were as follows: repetition time (TR) 3.5 msec, echo time (TE) 

1.6 msec, flip angle 60°, in-plane spatial resolution 1.9 mm x 1.4 mm, slice thickness 6mm, 

inter-slice gap 4mm. Mean reconstructed temporal resolution (RR interval/# cardiac phases) 

was 36  10 msec and absolute temporal resolution (TR x views per segment) was 75  17 

msec.  
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3.4 Automated Segmentation of the Left Ventricle  

 

Automated segmentation of isolated end-diastolic and end-systolic phases is well-

established for measurement of LV ejection fraction. By extension, automated segmentation of 

LV volumes across all temporal phases holds the potential to rapidly assess diastolic filling 

patterns. An advantage of this automated approach is its application to standard cine-CMR data 

without additional dedicated imaging, which can be prohibitive in heart failure patients with 

limited breath hold capabilities. While automated segmentation holds the potential to markedly 

increase the diagnostic yield of standard CMR exams, its utility for distinguishing between 

normal and abnormal diastolic filling has not been validated.  

An automated segmentation algorithm that quantifies LV volume based on per-voxel signal 

intensity and employs no assumptions regarding LV shape can be used to generate LV 

volumetric filling curves. One such algorithm, LV-METRIC was used in this study. 

 

3.4.1 LV-METRIC Algorithm for Full-Volume Segmentation 

The full-volume implementation of LV-METRIC region-growth is as follows (32):  

1. A seed point for the first cine SSFP image is set manually on the LV cavity. 

2. LV region grows iteratively with successively lower thresholds until breaching 

myocardium and effusion.  

3. Myocardial breaching point allows determination of myocardial signal intensity (SI) for 

precise LV-myocardial border detection.  
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4. Seed points for adjacent/successive cine SSFP images are estimated by looking for a point 

 l            u        gm        ’        -of-mass with similar SI to blood.  Steps 2 and 3 

are repeated for segmentation of successive images. 

5. The automation is stopped when all images in a matrix are segmented. 

 

For all segmentations, user input included indentification of the slice range to be segmented 

and definition of the valve annulus. Optional user corrections were provided by manually 

contouring to restrict region-growth and by adjusting blood sensitivity. 

This algorithm automatically segments the endocardial border excluding papillary and 

trabecular structures from the blood volume for assessment of chamber volumes. Epicardial 

segmentation was also performed for automated quantification of LV mass (33).  

 

3.4.2 Parameter Measurements 

End-diastolic volume (EDV) and end systolic chamber volume (ESV) were calculated 

u   g S m    ’  m          EF was calculated as EF = [EDV-ESV]/EDV *100. Basal and 

apical image positions were defined in accordance with previously reported criteria, with the 

basal LV defined by the basal most image encompassing at least 50% circumferential 

myocardium (34). LV mass was quantified based on automated border detection of end-

diastolic endocardial and epicardial contours (33), with mass determined as the product of 

myocardial volume and specific gravity ([EpiEDV-EDV]*1.05).  
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3.5  Diastolic Function Assessment 

3.5.1 Filling Curve Analysis 

For the assessment of diastolic function, LV-METRIC segmentation for each short axis 

slice was performed across all temporal phases. Figure 3.1 shows a typical example of the 

segmented images. Volumetric data were transferred into an automated processing tool 

developed in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA) to analyze the LV volume-filling time 

course. To assess LV filling profiles, the basal and apical LV image positions were defined as 

the locations in which at least 50% LV myocardium was present during systole and diastole. 

The following CMR diastolic parameters were evaluated: 

 Peak Filling Rate [PFR] - maximal LV filling rate defined by maximal change in LV 

volume between sequential temporal phases  ∆ v lum /∆       ; T        x      l   

adjusted for stroke volume to generate Normalized Peak Filling Rate [NPFR]   

 Time to Peak Filling Rate [TPFR] - time interval between end-systole and peak filling 

rate 

 Diastolic Volume Recovery [DVR] - proportion of diastole required for recovery of a 

given percentage (i.e. 80%) of stroke volume 

 

The volumetric filling curve was also transformed to the first derivative in order to obtain 

early (E) and late (A) filling profiles, similar to a typical mitral inflow pattern. Representative 

graphic illustrations of each parameter in relation to LV-METRIC generated filling profiles are 

provided in Figure 3.2.  
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3.5.2 Statistical Methods 

Comparisons between groups with or without diastolic dysfu            m    u   g S u    ’  

t test for continuous variables (expressed as mean ± standard deviation and/or median, 

interquartile range [IQR]).  Categorical variables were compared using Chi-square or, when 

fewer than 5 expected outcomes per cell, Fish  ’   x        . Ov   ll    g            

performance was evaluated using receiver operator characteristics (ROC) curves, with 

comparison between ROC curves performed using a univariate z score test of the difference 

between the partial areas under the two performance curves between specificities of 80% and 

100% , a clinically relevant range of specificity for assessment of diastolic dysfunction. Test 

sensitivity was compared using McNemar?s test for paired proportions. Logistic regression 

analyses and bivariate correlation coefficients were employed to evaluate associations between 

Figure 3.1 A Typical Example of Segmented Left Ventricle Images. 

Automated LV-METRIC segmentation of representative time points within basal, mid, 

and apical slice locations (note that all slice locations and temporal phases segmented 

for diagnostic purposes). Segmentation was performed across spatial (vertical) and 

temporal (horizontal) domains for volumetric assessment of LV diastology.  
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CMR and echo parameters. Two-sided p <0.05 was considered indicative of statistical 

significance. Statistical calculations were performed using SPSS 12.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.2  Volume Filling Profiles. 

  (Top) Representative LV filling curves (x-axis=temporal phase, y-

axis=volumetric change). Peak filling rate (PFR), defined as maximal slope 

of volume/ temporal phase, and time to peak filling rate (TPFR) are 

shown on the left-sided graph. Diastolic volume recovery (DVR), calculated 

as proportion of diastole necessary to recover a threshold of 80% LV stroke 

volume, is shown on the right-sided graph.   

 

(Bottom) Typical examples of normal (left) and abnormal (right) inflow 

patterns generated by first derivative transformation of the volumetric filling 

curve. Note E:A reversal in association with diastolic dysfunction.  
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3.6  Results 

 

3.6.1  Population characteristics 

The study population consisted of 101 patients who underwent CMR and echo within 7 

days of one another (mean interval 1.4±2.1 days). 50 patients had echo-evidenced diastolic 

dysfunction. When classified according to severity, diastolic dysfunction was mild (grade 1) in 

38% (n=19), moderate (grade 2) in 60% (n=30), and severe (grade 3) in 2% (n=1) of affected 

patients.  

As shown in Table 3.1, patients with echo-evidenced diastolic dysfunction were older, 

were more likely to have clinically diagnosed hypertension, and had higher clinically-measured 

systolic blood pressure than those without diastolic dysfunction (p<0.001). Left atrial volume 

and MR severity did not differ significantly between groups; 96% of patients had MR graded 

as less than or equal to mild severity by echo. Both echo and cine-CMR demonstrated higher 

LV mass among patients with diastolic dysfunction (p<0.001), despite generally smaller 

measurements by CMR com               Δ LV m    27±20gm/m
2
, p<0.001).  
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Table 3.1  Population Characteristics.  

 Overall 
Normal Diastolic 

Filling† (n=51)
 

Diastolic 

Dysfunction† (n=50)
 

P 

CLINICAL     

Age (year) 51±18 41±14 62±14 <0.001 

Male gender  59%  55% (28) 64% (32) 0.35 

Blood Pressure      

        Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg)  124±18 116±12 132±19 <0.001 
        Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg)  70±11 70±10 71±11 0.59 

Heart Rate 69±11 70±11 69±11 0.80 

Atherosclerosis Risk Factors     

        Hypertension  45%  16% (8) 74% (37) <0.001 

        Diabetes Mellitus 20%  10% (5) 30% (15) 0.01 

        Hypercholesterolemia  39%  29% (15) 48% (24) 0.06* 

        Tobacco Use 7% 4% (2) 10% (5) 0.27 

        Family History  40%  35% (18) 44% (22) 0.37 

Coronary Artery Disease 35% 28% (14) 42% (21) 0.12 

        Prior Myocardial Infarction 27%  24% (12) 30% (15) 0.51 

        Prior Coronary Revascularization 28%  24% (12) 32% (16) 0.34 

NYHA Functional Class (I/II/III/IV) 79/12/9/1  44/6/1/- 35/6/8/1 0.06* 

Dyspnea  24% 75% (18) 25% (6) 0.004 

Medications     

        Beta-blocker 51%  35% (18) 66% (33) 0.002 

        ACE-Inhibitor/Angiotensin Receptor 

Blocker 
38%  26% (13) 50% (25) 0.01 

        Thiazide diuretic 11%  2% (1) 20% (10) 0.004 

        Loop diuretic 9%  4% (2) 14% (7) 0.09* 

        Calcium channel blocker  4%  2% (1) 6% (3) 0.36 
        HMG CoA-Reductase Inhibitor 45%  35% (18) 54% (27) 0.06* 

        Aspirin 50%  31% (16) 68% (34) <0.001 

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY     

    LV Morphology     

        End-diastolic diameter (cm) 5.2±0.6 5.2±0.6 5.3±0.6 0.41 

        End-systolic diameter (cm) 3.4±0.5 3.4±0.5 3.4±0.5 0.83 

        Anteroseptal wall thickness (cm) 1.0±0.2 0.9±0.1 1.0±0.3 0.006 

        Posterolateral wall thickness (cm) 0.9±0.1 0.9±0.1 1.0±0.1 0.002 

        Relative wall thickness 0.30±.13 0.27±.13 0.33±0.13 0.03 

        Myocardial mass (gm/m2) 92±22 85±15 101±25 <0.001 

    LV Systolic Function     

        Ejection fraction (%) 63±6 63±6 64±6 0.42 

        Fractional shortening (%) 35±5 34±5 35±5 0.69 

    LV Diastolic Function     

        Deceleration Time (msec) 211±61 192±41 235±74 0.002 

        Mitral Inflow E/A Ratio 1.3±0.5 1.5±0.4 1.1±0.5 <0.001 

        Tissue Doppler e (septal) 8±4 11±3 6±2 <0.001 

        Tissue Doppler e (lateral) 11±5 15±3 8±2 <0.001 

        Tissue Doppler E/e † 11±8 7±3 15±10 <0.001 

        Tissue Doppler e/a † 1.1±0.6 1.5±0.5 0.7±0.2 <0.001 

    Mitral Regurgitation (0-4 severity scale) 0.7±0.3 0.6±0.2 0.7±0.4 0.71 

CARDIAC MAGNETIC RESONANCE     

    LV Systolic Function      

        Ejection fraction (%) 66±7 63±6 68±8 0.001 

        Stroke Volume (ml) 84±23 84±21 84±24 0.95 
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    LV Morphology     

        End-diastolic volume (ml) 127±33 132±31 123±36 0.20 

        End-systolic volume (ml) 44±15 48±14 39±15 0.003 

        Myocardial mass (gm/m2) 67±18 60±13 74±20 <0.001 
    Left Atrial Volume (ml/m2) 47±17 45±11 48±20 0.51 

Boldface type = p< 0.05  * p < 0.1   †   l ul     u   g  v   g     

     l     l     l  ’  

 

 

3.6.2  CMR Diastolic Parameters 

LV-METRIC successfully generated LV volumetric filling profiles in all patients; Mean 

processing time was 2:04 ± 0:53 minutes, which included time for automated segmentation, 

visual review of the segmented data, and any manual corrections. In 48% of patients, LV 

segmentation required only manual delineation of the LV outflow tract and apical borders. 

Additional manual corrections of LV-METRIC contours were necessary in the remainder of 

the population (3±4 corrections per exam, 1.4% [288/20,584] of all images). 

Table 3.2 reports CMR diastolic parameters for patients stratified according to diastolic 

filling classified by echo. As shown, patients with echo-evidenced diastolic dysfunction had 

longer normalized peak filling rate and absolute time to peak filling (both p<0.001) than those 

without diastolic dysfunction. Diastolic dysfunction was also characterized by higher DVR 

(p<0.001), calculated as the proportion of diastole required for LV recovery of 80% stroke 

volume. Among all CMR diastolic indices tested, only DVR was significantly correlated with 

echo-evidenced deceleration time (r=0.29, p <0.01). 
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Table 3.2 Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Diastolic Parameters. 

                     Overall 
Normal 

Diastolic 

Filling* 

Diastolic 

Dysfunction* 
P 

E:A wave (peak amplitudes) 2.2±1.5 3.1±1.6 1.6±1.1 <0.001 

Peak Filling Rate (ml/sec) 286±90 301±79 272±99 0.11 

Normalized Peak Filling Rate (stroke 

vol. adjusted) 
3.5±0.9 3.6±0.8 3.3±0.9 0.04 

Time to Peak Filling Rate (msec) 194±122 160±77 229±149 0.005 

Diastolic Volume Recovery (80% 

stroke volume) 
70±15 60±14 79±9 <0.001 

Boldface type indicates p value < 0.05     

* Diastolic categories assigned using an echo standard   

 

Derivative transformation of the volumetric curves yielded distinct E and A waves in 76% 

of the population (Figure 3.2 bottom rows), with absence of discernable E and A waves in the 

remainder. CMR-generated E:A filling ratios  differed between patients with and without 

diastolic dysfunction, with lower absolute E:A ratio in the diastolic dysfunction group 

(p<0.001). When E:A ratios were categorized using a binary threshold of 1, there was 

moderate agreement between CMR and echo (kappa .50, p<0.001), although the two 

modalities were discordant in 16% (12/76) of patients.     

 

3.6.3 Diagnostic Performance of CMR Parameters 

Figure 3.3 provides receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves for CMR-derived 

diastolic variables. As shown, DVR yielded improved overall performance as compared to 

both PFR and TPFR based on total area under the ROC curve (p<0.001 for both comparisons). 

Among all diastolic time intervals, DVR yielded the best diagnostic performance using a 
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threshold of 80% of LV stroke volume (AUC 0.87), with slightly worse performance achieved 

when thresholds between 50-90% of stroke volume were tested (AUC 0.75 – 0.86).  

 

 
 

Table 3.3 reports sensitivity, positive, and negative predictive value of all CMR diastolic 

indices as calculated based on a matched specificity cutoff (90%). As shown, sensitivity of 

DVR (74%) was approximately two fold greater than either TPFR (38%) or NPFR (30%) (both 

p<0.001). Among the 13 (26%) patients with echo-evidenced diastolic dysfunction that were 

missed by CMR-evidenced DVR, 4 had mild, 8 moderate, and 1 severe grade diastolic 

dysfunction. In the one patient with severe (grade 3) diastolic dysfunction, DVR was classified 

Figure 3.3 Receiver Operating Characteristics Curves. 

Among all CMR indices tested, DVR yielded optimal diagnostic performance as 

evidenced by highest area under the curve (p<0.001 vs. NPFR and TPFR respectively).  
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as normal whereas PFR was classified as abnormally low (based on the 90% specificity 

cutoff), suggesting that this latter parameter may be useful for identifying restrictive filling.  

 

Table 3.3 Diagnostic Performance of CMR Diastolic Indices*  

 Threshold Sensitivity Specificity
 

 

Positive 

Predictive 

Value 

 

Negative 

Predictive 

Value 

Normalized Peak 

Filling Rate 
2.81 30% (15/50) † 90% (46/51) 75% (15/20) 57% (46/81) 

Time to Peak 

Filling Rate 
192 msec 38% (19/50) † 90% (46/51) 79% (19/24) 60% (46/77) 

Diastolic 

Volume 

Recovery 

77% of diastole 74% (37/50) 90% (46/51) 88% (37/42) 78% (46/59) 

* Diagnostic performance calculated using a threshold to acheive 90% specificity. 

† p <0.001 vs. DVR  

 

3.6.4  Clinical and Hemodynamic Associations 

CMR diastolic parameters differed significantly when patients were grouped based on 

clinical status. Figure 3.4 (Left) reports the prevalence of CMR-evidenced diastolic 

dysfunction (based on abnormal PFR or DVR) among patients stratified by NYHA functional 

class; Prevalence of diastolic dysfunction (using cutoffs in Table 3.3) was increased in relation 

to severity of functional impairment and was greater among patients with NYHA class III or 

IV (80%) compared to those with class II (58%) or class I (40%) functional status (p=0.04). 

When grouped according to binary presence or absence of clinical dyspnea (Figure 3.4 Right), 

there was nearly a two-fold greater prevalence of CMR-evidenced diastolic dysfunction (PFR 

or DVR) among symptomatic versus asymptomatic patients (p=0.006). A similar relationship 
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was evident when prevalence of abnormal DVR alone was compared between patients grouped 

by dyspnea status (63% vs. 39%, p=0.02).  

CMR diastolic parameters also stratified groups based on invasive filling pressures. Among 

the subgroup of the population (n=22) that underwent CMR and invasive angiography within a 

narrow interval (mean 1.5±1.2 days, range 0-3 days), patients with abnormal PFR (based on 

Table 3.3 cutoffs) had higher LV end-diastolic filling pressures than those with normal PFR 

(32±14 vs. 18±6 mmHg, p < 0.01). A similar trend was demonstrated when LV end-diastolic 

filling pressures were compared between patients stratified based on DVR (22±10 vs 15±4 

mmHg, p=0.08). 

 
 

 

3.6.5 Predictors of Diastolic Function 

Clinical and imaging parameters were examined to determine whether CMR diastolic 

indices yielded incremental value after controlling for standard predictors of diastolic 

dysfunction. As shown in Table 3.4, logistic regression analyses demonstrated that DVR was 

Figure 3.4 Prevalence of Abnormal Diastolic Filling in Relation to Clinical Status. 
Prevalence of CMR-evidenced diastolic dysfunction was increased among patients with 

clinically evidenced heart failure as stratified by either NYHA functional class (left) or binary 

presence/absence of dyspnea (right).   
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an independent predictor of echo diastolic dysfunction even after controlling for age, clinically 

diagnosed hypertension, and CMR-quantified left ventricular mass. The relationship between 

DVR and diastolic dysfunction was continuous, with over a 75% increase in relative risk for 

diastolic dysfunction conferred by every 10 percentage point increment in DVR. Table 3.4 

substitutes echo-evidenced LV mass in the multivariate model, demonstrating that the 

relationship between DVR and diastolic dysfunction was independent of the modality used to 

measure LV hypertrophy.  

 

 

 

 

Table 3.4  Multivariate Predictors of Echo-Evidenced Diastolic Dysfunction.  
 

4A. CMR LV Mass:  Model 
2 

= 73.4, p<0.001 

Variable Odds Ratio 
95% Confidence 

Interval 
P

 

Age 1.05 0.99 – 1.11 0.17 

Hypertension  4.42 1.24 – 15.71 0.02 

LV Mass (gm/m
2
)* 1.71 1.21 – 2.23 0.005 

Diastolic Volume Recovery † 1.82 1.13 – 2.57 0.02 

4B. Echocardiography LV Mass:  Model 
2 

= 53.0, p<0.001 

Variable Odds Ratio 
95% Confidence 

Interval 
P

 

Age  1.04 0.98 – 1.10 0.21 

Hypertension  3.70 1.10 – 12.44 0.04 

LV Mass (gm/m2)* 1.26 0.87 - 1.65 0.18 

Diastolic Volume Recovery † 1.71 1.07 – 2.39 0.03 

* Per 10 gm/m2 increment  

† Per 10 percent increment 
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3.7 Discussion 

This study provides several new observations concerning automated CMR assessment of 

LV diastolic function: First, automated CMR processing was robust, providing LV filling 

profiles in all patients tested within an average time of approximately 2 minutes. Filling curves 

were generated using standard cine-CMR images that were not tailored for diastolic 

assessment. Second, among a diverse population with normal systolic function, CMR-

evidenced diastolic filling parameters generally stratified between patients with and those 

without echo-evidenced diastolic dysfunction. Prevalence of abnormal CMR diastolic filling 

parameters increased in relation to clinical heart failure status as classified based on NYHA 

functional class or the binary presence or absence of dyspnea. Third, CMR-evidenced diastolic 

filling (DVR) was an independent predictor of echo-evidenced diastolic dysfunction even after 

controlling for clinical and imaging variables such as hypertension and LV mass. Automated 

segmentation is important for assessment of LV filling because cavity volumes must be 

measured on hundreds of short-axis cine images, making manual tracing impractical for 

widespread clinical application. In prior validation studies, LV-METRIC reduced processing 

time by >90% versus manual tracing and closely agreed with both phantom volumes and 

clinical patient data (28). The LV-METRIC algorithm relies on two simple assumptions – (1) 

signal intensity of blood differs from that of myocardium, and (2) LV blood is surrounded by 

myocardium. This approach differs from other automated segmentation algorithms, which have 

typically employed elegant but restrictive assumptions regarding LV shape or contour 

deformation (26,27). LV-METRIC does not use geometric assumptions and can thereby 
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accommodate differences in LV shape and remodeling patterns among patients with diastolic 

dysfunction. 

The results here demonstrate that decreased peak filling rates (stroke volume normalized) 

and prolonged time to peak filling can be used to identify patients with diastolic dysfunction. 

These findings are in general agreement with prior studies that have used RNCA (23,25,35) or 

single-photon emission computed tomography (36) to evaluate LV filling profiles. Moreover, 

although differences between modalities prohibit volumetric comparisons for absolute peak 

filling rates, mean normative values for time to peak filling rate for the CMR results (157 

msec) were similar to prior values published for RNCA (172-198 msec) (25,35) and single-

photon emission computed tomography (165 msec) (36). Unlike nuclear imaging, CMR 

involves no radiation exposure and is thereby well suited for population-based screening and 

serial imaging of patients with diastolic dysfunction to evaluate response to targeted therapies. 

Additionally, because CMR provides high spatial-resolution imaging, it enables study of other 

indices that are associated with impaired diastolic performance but not typically imaged by 

nuclear techniques, including myocardial mass, left atrial size, and pericardial thickness. 

In addition to absolute peak filling rate and time required to achieve peak filling, this paper 

reports a new index – diastolic volumetric recovery time (DVR) – that can be used to assess 

diastolic function. The findings here demonstrate that this simple parameter, which accounts 

for variance in heart rate and stroke volume, had excellent diagnostic performance as 

evidenced by ROC analysis (AUC = 0.87), with superior overall performance to either NPFR 

or TPFR (p<0.001). As DVR is a measure of the proportion of diastole required for recovery of 

a given fraction of stroke volume, it accounts for per-patient differences in heart rate and 
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volume status, which can affect peak filling rate (23,37). Consistent with the findings here that 

DVR provides incremental value compared to PFR, prior studies using radionuclide imaging 

have reported that peak filling rate is affected by loading conditions whereas proportional 

filling (i.e. filling fraction completed during the first half of diastole) is load independent (38). 

The findings here that an optimal diagnostic threshold for DVRT is 80% suggests that this 

parameter reflects LV filling prior to atrial contraction; Prior studies using invasive 

hemodynamic measurements have shown that in normal controls, approximately 80% (797%) 

of LV stroke volume occurs during active early diastolic LV relaxation and subsequent 

diastasis (39).  

Prior CMR studies have used dedicated imaging techniques to assess LV diastolic 

dysfunction. Prior studies have demonstrated that phase contrast imaging can be used to 

demonstrate mitral and pulmonary vein inflow patterns as a means of distinguishing between 

patients with and without diastolic dysfunction (40,41). Other investigations have used phase 

contrast imaging to identify regional myocardial tissue profiles in a manner analogous to tissue 

Doppler imaging (42). Myocardial tagging can also be used to evaluate regional myocardial 

torsion and diastolic strain rate (43). These approaches require additional imaging for 

dedicated assessment of diastolic function, which can be technically challenging, increase 

exam duration, prolong processing time, and prohibitive for patients with limited breath-hold 

capabilities.  

While this study used a dedicated automated segmentation algorithm for assessment of 

diastologic parameters, the data were obtained from a standard, commercially available, steady 
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state free precession cine-CMR sequence that required no additional imaging beyond that 

which is commonly applied to assess LV systolic function. To demonstrate the feasibility of 

this approach, the diagnostic performance was tested among pre-existing exams that were not 

  qu            l               m             l    u      . C                      u y’  

approach, CMR assessment of LV filling curves has been shown to be feasible in smaller 

studies (44-47); Maciera et al (46) used an automated method (CMR Tools) to study normal 

distributions of LV peak filling rates (PFR) and time to peak filling rates (TPFR) among 

patients without known risk factors or history of cardiovascular disease. However, as this prior 

study was limited to normal controls, the utility of CMR to identify diastolic dysfunction was 

not tested. This study evaluated diagnostic performance of automated CMR segmentation 

among patients with and without diastolic dysfunction by echo, which is well accepted as a 

diagnostic standard for assessment of LV diastology (30).  

In addition to assessment of diastolic performance based on cavity volumes, LV-METRIC 

can also employ an automated algorithm to measure myocardial mass (33). This feature is not 

necessary to generate LV filling curves. However, it provides adjunctive data regarding 

myocardial hypertrophy, which can contribute to diastolic dysfunction. In this study, LV mass 

by CMR was significantly lower than echo derived mass. While this may be due to limitations 

of the automated algorithm used to quantify mass, an alternative explanation relates to 

methodological differences; Mass by CMR was obtained from 3D delineation of 

endo/epicardial contours whereas echo-derived mass was derived using a 1D linear formula 

that incorporates assumptions regarding LV geometry. Prior studies have shown that 

volumetric mass by CMR yields lower values than does linear-derived mass by echo (48,49) 
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and that magnitude of difference between modalities is greatest in patients with LV remodeling 

(50).  

It is important to recognize that although LV filling profiles add to the information 

obtained from routine CMR exams, approximately one fourth of patients with echo-evidenced 

diastolic dysfunction were not identified by CMR indices. There are several potential 

explanations for discordance between CMR and echo. First, while the interval between tests 

was short (1.4±2.1 days), diastolic performance can rapidly change due to alterations in LV 

loading conditions, and it is possible that performance varied during the narrow interval 

between tests. Second, due to its high temporal resolution, echo may detect subtle 

manifestations of diastolic dysfunction that are not evidenced by lower temporal resolution 

imaging by routine cine-CMR. Third, although tissue Doppler is a common criterion for 

diastolic dysfunction, it can be influenced by regional abnormalities that may not alter global 

diastolic filling as measured by cine-CMR. Although our study compared CMR filling 

parameters with echo-Doppler, use of echo as an absolute reference standard is a limitation, 

given debate regarding how echo patterns of diastolic dysfunction should be interpreted with 

respect to their clinical context (30,31). However, echo is widely used to assess diastolic 

performance and consensus guidelines (30), which were used in this study, offer one means to 

standardize interpretation of echo-evidenced diastolic filling patterns. 

Several additional limitations should be acknowledged. Although results demonstrate that 

LV filling profiles generated by automated processing of routine cine-CMR can be useful to 

assess the binary presence or absence of echo-evidenced diastolic dysfunction, the utility of 

CMR for assessing graded severity of diastolic dysfunction was not tested. Additionally, 
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although CMR diastolic parameters were associated with higher LV filling pressures in a 

subgroup that underwent angiography, CMR was not compared with invasive hemodynamics 

in the majority of subjects. Finally, data are lacking concerning the prognostic implications of 

CMR-evidenced diastolic dysfunction and the correlation between CMR diastolic parameters 

and serological indices such as brain natriuretic peptide.   

In summary, this study demonstrates that automated CMR segmentation can generate LV 

filling profiles that may offer insight into diastolic dysfunction. Prolongation of diastolic filling 

on cine-CMR is associated with echo-evidenced diastolic dysfunction independent of other 

clinical and imaging variables. Future research is warranted to assess whether automated CMR 

assessment of diastolic filling can be used to grade severity of diastolic dysfunction, assess 

invasive filling pressures, or predict clinical outcomes.  
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Chapter 4 

3D BLACK-BLOOD PERIPHERAL VESSEL WALL IMAGING 

4.1 Clinical Background 

Vessel wall imaging is essential for accurate assessment of atherosclerosis, aneurysms and 

vasculitis. Clinically established imaging modalities include ultrasound, computerized 

tomography, and MRI. High-resolution MRI of the arterial vessel wall has the advantage of 

characterizing atherosclerotic plaque morphology and composition noninvasively without 

ionizing radiation. However, MRI requires effective blood suppression to improve the contrast 

between the artery lumen and the surrounding vessel wall.  

Conventional black-blood MRI techniques rely on the inflow of magnetization prepared 

upstream blood into the imaging volume, such as double inversion recovery (DIR) (15) and 

spatial presaturation (SPSAT) (51), and are mainly suited for 2D imaging. However, 3D 

imaging is often desired because it can provide thinner slices and higher signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) than 2D imaging. To address the need for effective blood suppression within a large 3D 

imaging volume have been developed, including flow-dependent motion sensitizing 

magnetization preparation (MSPREP) (52-54), which dephases the flowing blood signal using 

velocity-encoding gradients prior to imaging, and flow-independent T2-prepared inversion 

recovery (T2IR) (55,56), which exploits the difference in T1 and T2 relaxation times between 

blood and vessel wall to provide global blood suppression regardless of blood flow velocity 

and direction. 
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While black-blood imaging of the aorta (52,53,55,57), coronary (58,59) and carotid arteries 

(55,60,61), and the heart (15,54,55) has been widely demonstrated, black-blood imaging of the 

lower extremity vasculature has received less interest (62,63) due to several unique challenges 

including much slower blood flow, particularly in diseased vessels (64), and the need for much 

larger coverage compared to other vascular territories. Recent work has demonstrated that 

stagnant blood flow may induce plaque mimicking intraluminal artifacts in 2D DIR fast spin 

echo (FSE) images of the lower extremity vessel walls (56). Flow-independent T2IR prepared 

2D FSE of the femoral and popliteal artery wall has been shown to be robust against slow flow 

artifacts, although this technique suffers from low SNR and long scan time. Two studies, 

which built on top of prior works with 2D T2IR-prepared FSE (56) are conducted: the first 

demonstrates the feasibility of 3D T2IR-prepared SSFP for large volume vessel wall imaging, 

and compares its blood suppression performance with the three alternative preparations (65). 

The second study developed a high-resolution vessel wall imaging using both T2IR prepared 

SSFP and FSE sequences (66).  

 

4.1.1 Magnetization Prep Comparison 

In the first study, the feasibility of an SNR efficient 3D flow-independent T2IR balanced 

steady-state free precession (SSFP) vessel wall imaging sequence is first shown, and is then 

compared against flow-dependent DIR, SPSAT and MSPREP magnetization preparations for 

blood suppression and vessel wall visualization in the popliteal artery. 
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4.1.2 Submillimeter and Isotropic Popliteal Vessel Wall Imaging 

In the second study, a 3D T2IR sequence for high-resolution vessel wall imaging sequence 

is developed, allowing the acquisition of large coronal volumes with submillimeter isotropic 

resolution in a fixed scan duration and without ECG gating. Data acquisition is optimized for 

both FSE and SSFP sampling strategies at 1.5T, and their performance is compared by 

measuring the muscle and lumen SNR, as well as the muscle-to-lumen CNR. 

 

4.2 Black-Blood Mechanisms  

4.2.1 T2-Prepared Inversion Recovery (T2IR) 

T2IR is a hybrid magnetization preparation that combines two well-known preparations, 

T2prep and inversion recovery to provide contrast between tissues with similar T1 but different 

T2 relaxation times. It was initially developed for applications in MR Angiography, in order to 

provide contrast between luminal signal and the surrounding vasculature. For black-blood 

imaging, difference in T1 and T2 relaxation times between blood and vessel wall is exploited 

to provide global blood suppression regardless of flow velocity and direction. Figure 4.1 

provides an illustrative explanation.  
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4.2.2 Alternative Black-Blood Suppression Mechanisms 

Conventional inflow-based black blood techniques include double inversion recovery 

(DIR) (15,67) and spatial presaturation (SPSAT) (51,68) of upstream blood, but these methods 

are suited for 2D imaging. Several 3D methods have been developed, including flow-

independent T2IR, and flow-dependent motion-sensitizing magnetization preparation 

Figure 4.1 Mechanism of T2IR Black-Blood Magnetization Preparation. 

T2IR black-blood preparation utilizes a 90 tip-down pulse to flip the magnetization 

from the longitudinal axis onto the transverse |Mxy| plane. After a tissue-specific T2 

decay is applied for a duration, T2prep time, another 90 tip-down pulse is played out to 

further tip down the magnetization onto the –z longitudinal axis. The second tip-down is 

a combination of the 90 tip-up puse from T2Prep, and a 180 inversion pulse. After an 

inversion time, TI, imaging commences when the longitudinal magnetization vector 

from the blood signal crosses the zero nulling point. 
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(MSPREP) (52,53,69) which dephases the flowing blood signal using velocity-encoding 

gradients prior to imaging. These alternative blood suppression magnetization preparations are 

considered for comparison in this study. 

 

4.2.3 DIR preparation 

DIR utilizes two inversion pulses; a 180 hard inversion pulse, followed immediately by a 

180 spatially selective re-inversion pulse to restore the magnetization within the imaging 

volume. The first hard pulse applies a global inversion including the magnetization of upstream 

blood that will eventually flow into the imaging volume, which is inverted back by the second 

pulse to the equilibrium position. The inversion time (TI) is chosen so that the inflowing blood 

signal’  l  g  u    l m g    z              z   ,               u                     l y   

out to acquire images with nulled blood signal for black-blood imaging.  

 

4.2.4 SPSAT preparation 

Similar to DIR, SPSAT is also an inflow-based blood suppression method, which utilizes a 

spatially selective excitation pulse prescribed immediately superior to the imaging volume to 

saturate the upstream blood. A flip angle slightly larger than 90 is followed by spoiler 

gradients to provide dephasing of the upstream blood signal prior to image acquisition. Unlike 

DIR, no additional delay is played out between the SPSAT preparation and SSFP imaging.  
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4.2.5 MSPREP 

The MSPREP black-blood mechanism works by providing a large velocity encoding 

gradient to provide an intravoxel dephasing. An MSPREP magnetization preparation pulse 

consists of 90 tip-down, 180 refocusing, and 90 tip-up nonselective RF pulses and a pair of 

velocity encoding gradients positioned around the 180 pulse to dephase blood spins based on 

their velocities. In this study, a pair of identical unipolar gradients were used. The gradient area 

can be manipulated to control the degree of dephasing, and this property is characterized by 

field of speed (FOS), or first-order gradient moment, m1.  

 

4.3 Scout Scan Design 

In each 2D black-blood scout scan used in the comparison study, several images were 

acquired sequentially while the pertinent black-blood imaging parameter was automatically 

varied over a range of values. The black-blood imaging parameters were inversion time (TI) 

for DIR (range 275-450 msec) and T2IR (175-350 msec), field of speed (FOS) in the through-

plane direction for MSPREP (1-5 cm/sec), and saturation flip angle for SPSAT (90 º -120º) 

The optimal parameter was identified by visually selecting the 2D black-blood scout image 

with the best black blood contrast. Figure 4.1 shows examples of the images from the 2D scout 

scan for selection of the optimal parameter. 

The 2D black-blood SSFP scout scan imaging parameters were as follows: TR = 4.2 msec, 

TE = 1.7 msec, flip angle = 60º, receiver bandwidth = ±83.3 kHz, axial field of view (FOV) = 
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18 cm, matrix = 256x256 interpolated to 512x512, slice thickness = 12 mm, number of 

excitations (NEX) = 1 (DIR, SPSAT) and 2 (MSPREP, T2IR), views per segment (VPS) = 64, 

centric view order, scan time ~1 min (DIR, SPSAT, MSPREP) and 1.5 min (T2IR) at a 

nominal heart rate of 60 beats per minute (bpm). The 2D black-blood scout scans were 

prescribed at the middle of the 3D imaging volume. 

For the high-resolution imaging study, experiment setup was performed by first acquiring a 

one-minute 2D multislice Fast Gradient Echo sequence to estimate the most anterior and 

posterior position of the femoral and popliteal arteries for image planning of the coronal 

volume prescription. For T2IR-SSFP parameter optimization, the same scout scan method was 

used as the comparison study. T2IR-FSE was optimized using a built-in method in the PSD 

based on the pulse sequence parameters, however, validation was performed by acquiring a set 

of three low-resolution coronal volume scout scan at TI = 300 msec, at the automatically 

optimized TI = 353 msec, and at TI = 400 msec. If the blood signal was lower at either 

extremal TI values, an additional TI was played out 25 msec below 300 msec, or above 400 

msec. Each low-resolution scout scan took 2 minutes to complete. 
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4.4  3D Black-Blood Imaging Sequence 

4.4.1  Black-Blood Mechanism Comparison 

For the comparison study, SSFP readout is used, as it provides bright blood contrast and 

thus permits objective comparison of the four black-blood techniques without interference 

from inherent black-blood image contrast such as in FSE. Additionally, each black-blood 

magnetization preparation was performed every heartbeat and immediately after the peripheral 

triggertypically corresponding to the period of maximum arterial blood flow in the popliteal 

arteryto enhance blood suppression of the flow-based DIR, SPSAT, and MSPREP 

Figure 4.2 Scout Scan for identifying optimal black-blood parameters.  

Black-blood parameters were varied by linear increments, and the operator selected the  

parameters corresponding to the image best suppression of lumen signal without 

degradation in vessel wall visualization. ROI measurements are performed on the 

scanner console using a dedicated viewing software for each set of scout scan images. 

Above shows examples of MSPREP (top row), and T2IR (bottom row) from one 

volunteer, highlighting the optimal image.  
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techniques. Figure 4.3 shows the schematics of the implemented cardiac-triggered segmented-

k-space 3D SSFP vessel wall MRI sequences. 

 

 

 
 

3D black-blood SSFP imaging: TR = 3.8 msec, TE = 1.5 msec, flip angle = 60º, receiver 

bandwidth = ±83.3kHz, axial FOV = 18cm, matrix = 256x256 interpolated to 512x512, slice 

thickness = 3 mm interpolated to 1.5 mm, number of slices = 28 interpolated to 56, NEX = 2, 

VPS = 64, centric view order, scan time ~4 min at a nominal heart rate of 60 bpm, spectrally 

selective fat saturation pulse to suppress the lipid signal. 2D PC scan: TR = 8.6 msec, TE = 3.7 

msec, flip angle = 25º, receiver bandwidth = ±31.25 kHz, axial FOV = 18 cm, matrix = 

256x256, slice thickness = 8 mm, velocity encoding (VENC) = 50-75 cm/sec, VPS = 4, 28 

reconstructed cardiac phases. The axial 3D imaging volume was prescribed to cover the distal 

femoral artery and the proximal popliteal artery of the right leg. 

Figure 4.3 Schematic of the Peripheral Triggered 3D black-blood SSFP sequences.  

The four black-blood preparations were played out either immediately (in SPSAT and 

MSPREP) or after a time delay (DIR and T2IR). A spectrally selective fat saturation pulse 

(FATSAT) suppressed the lipid signal and 6 Kaiser-     l   m    “ ummy” RF  ul     SSFP 

PREP) prepared the magnetization prior to segmented k-space SSFP data acquisition. The 

sequence is repeated every heartbeat until data was fully collected. 
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4.4.2. High Resolution Imaging Study  

The schematics for the high-resolution coronal T2IR prepared 3D black-blood imaging 

sequence is shown below in Figure 4.4.  

 

 

This sequence employed an ungated acquisition method without any triggering with a fixed 

TR = 1500 msec and T2prep time = 100 msec. Inversion time TI was selected using the 2D 

scout scan.  The 3D black-blood SSFP sequence parameters were the same as those described 

in 4.5.1, excluding the coronal 3D volume and matrix size (20x20x5.1cm; 256x256x64 

interpolated to 512x512x128), the receiver bandwidth  = ±62.5 kHz. With both SSFP and FSE, 

32 echoes were acquired per TR. For the T2IR-FSE sequence, the following parameters were 

used: 

A 3-plane scout scan followed by a low-resolution 20-second 2D multi-slice axial FGRE 

scout scan were used for localization of the 3D imaging volume. The FGRE scout scan had the 

following parameters: TR = 4.9 msec, TE = 1.3 msec, flip angle = 30, matrix = 256x256, slice 

thickness = 10 mm, slice gap = 15 mm.  

Figure 4.4 Ungated 3D T2IR-SSFP and FSE sequences. 

T2IR SSFP and FSE sequences were performed without trigger, and had a fixed scan 

time of 12 minutes and 48 seconds. 
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In order to keep the same number of views in each segmented k-space sequence for SSFP 

and FSE, the problem of T2 decay in large-view FSE acquisitions was addressed by 

implementing extended echo train by prescribing variable flip-angles (VFA) (70,71) , which 

minimized signal decay during the readout. Compared to a prior study, VFA has substantially 

reduced the scan time of the T2IR-FSE sequence, which was previously limited to 2D imaging 

without VFA to 3D imaging of a large volume in a comparable scan time. 

The 2D scout scan parameters were also kept mostly the same as those reported in 4.5.1. 

The ±rBW was set to 62.5 kHz likewise to the 3D imaging.  

 

4.5 Experimental Setup 

4.5.1 Human Imaging Experiment 

Two experiments were performed. For the comparison study between different 

preparations, a total of eleven healthy subjects (8 male, mean age = 28 ± 5 years, 24-39 years) 

were imaged. For the high resolution imaging protocol with FSE and SSFP, 11 additional 

subjects were imaged (8 male, mean age = 27 ± 5 years, 24-39 years). Both imaging 

experiments were performed on a 1.5 T scanner (HDxt, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI), and 

both study protocols were approved by the local institutional review board and a written 

informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior to imaging. 

For the comparison protocol, subjects were imaged in a supine position using a product 

eight-channel cardiac phased array and peripheral gating for cardiac synchronization. For the 
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high resolution imaging protocol, subjects were imaged in a supine position using a product 

eight-channel knee array. In both studies, the right knee was imaged on all volunteers centered 

on the superior end of the patella. 

 

4.5.2 Measurements and Scoring 

In both studies, a region of interest (ROI) analysis was performed using ImageJ (NIH, 

Bethesda, MD). For the comparison study, the vessel wall and lumen SNR, and wall-to-lumen 

contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) at three locations: the proximal, middle, and distal region of the 

3D volume. The inner and outer boundaries of the vessel wall were manually traced from 

which lumen area, total vessel area, and vessel wall area were obtained from the axial 

reformats at select locations.  

The image quality was scored based on the depiction of the vessel wall and the degree of 

intraluminal artifacts for the proximal, middle, and distal regions. Specifically, two subscores 

(0=very poor, 1=poor, 2=fair, 3=good, 4=excellent) were assigned to two images 1.2cm apart 

in each region and were then averaged to obtain the final score. The reader was blinded to the 

black-blood techniques. Blood flow measurements were carried out using Flow 3.2 (Medis 

Medical Imaging Systems, Leiden, The Netherlands). 

For the high resolution imaging study, luminal measurements were made at a mid-coronal 

slice at the level of the patella, and muscle SNR was measured on the gastronemicus muscle in 

the same slice.  
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4.6 Results 

 

4.6.1 Black-Blood Magnetization Comparison  

All imaging experiments were completed successfully. The optimal black-blood imaging 

parameters determined by 2D black-blood scout scans were as follows: TI = 366 ± 49 msec for 

DIR, saturation flip angle = 97º ± 5 º for SPSAT, FOS = 2.0 ± 1.3 cm/s for MSPREP, and TI = 

298 ± 47 msec for T2IR. The average heart rate was 55 ± 6 bpm, average blood flow rate was 

90 ± 31 mL/min, and average peak blood velocity was 35 ± 6 cm/s.  

Figure 4.5 demonstrates typical source images obtained with the four black-blood 

techniques at proximal, middle and distal locations and a reformatted coronal view of the 

popliteal artery in one subject. Note that DIR and SPSAT yielded poor blood suppression in 

the distal half of the 9 cm axial imaging volume, while MSPREP and T2IR provided effective 

blood suppression and good vessel wall depiction throughout the volume.  

Compared to both MSPREP and T2IR, DIR and SPSAT preparations provided 

significantly higher wall SNR (P<0.0001) at the cost of significantly higher lumen SNR 

(P<0.05 at proximal, P<0.005 at middle and distal locations) (Fig.4.6). As a result, for DIR and 

SPSAT, wall-to-lumen CNR from proximal to middle locations decreased by 7% (P=0.42) and 

49% (P=0.0001), respectively, and further decreased by 57% (P=0.001) and 44% (P=0.04), 

respectively, from middle to distal locations. While DIR yielded lower wall SNR than SPSAT, 

it suppressed the blood signal more effectively, leading to significantly higher wall-to-lumen 

CNR in the middle and distal locations. Compared to T2IR, MSPREP had higher wall SNR, 
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although statistically significant difference was found only in the proximal location (P=0.047). 

T2IR provided approximately a 22% lower lumen SNR compared to MSPREP at all three 

locations (P<0.005). The wall-to-lumen CNR difference between T2IR and MSPREP was not 

found to be statistically significant (P > 0.2). 

 

 
 

Area measurements are summarized in Table 4.1. T2IR and MSPREP provided 

statistically comparable lumen area, total vessel area, and vessel wall area at all three locations. 

While all techniques yielded statistically comparable vessel wall area at all locations, lumen 

area and total vessel wall area from DIR and SPSAT were generally significantly smaller than 

those of MSPREP and T2IR, except in the proximal region. 

T2IR and MSPREP received higher image quality scores than either SPSAT or DIR in 

middle and distal regions, while the differences among all four techniques were not significant 

Figure 4.5 Reformatted and axial views of four black-blood techniques.  

with respect to wall SNR, lumen SNR, and wall-to-lumen CNR measured at the proximal 

(2.4 cm from the superior end), middle (4.8 cm), and distal (7.2 cm) regions of the 

imaging volume (n = 11). The error bars demonstrate the standard error. MSPREP and 

T2IR provided significantly better blood suppression than both DIR and SPSAT. 
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or only marginally significant in the proximal region (Fig.4.7). Image quality difference 

between MSPREP and T2IR was not statistically significant except in the middle region, where 

T2IR had higher average image quality (P=0.02). DIR and SPSAT received an average score 

        x m   ly 2  “    ”       ll   g    . T   m   l           l   g          v            m g  

quality score (2.5-3    “g   ”           proximal region (2 or "fair") for both T2IR and 

MSPREP (P<0.01).  

 

 

Table 4.1. Lumen area, total vessel area, and vessel wall area measurements obtained with 

black-blood 3D SSFP in the popliteal artery (n = 11). 

 DIR SPSAT MSPREP T2IR 

Lumen area (mm
2
)     

    Proximal 29 ± 8†* 27 ± 10†* 33 ± 10 33 ± 10 

    Middle 23 ± 7†* 20 ± 7†* 29 ± 8 29 ± 8 

    Distal 16 ± 5†* 17 ± 5†* 24 ± 8 23 ± 6 

     

Total vessel area (mm
2
)     

    Proximal 52 ± 11* 51 ± 12†* 55 ± 15 55 ± 14 

    Middle 42 ± 11†* 39 ± 10†* 47 ± 11 48 ± 11 

    Distal 31 ± 8†* 32 ± 8 †* 39 ± 10  39 ± 9 

     

Vessel wall area (mm
2
)     

    Proximal 23 ± 4 24 ± 6 22 ± 6 21 ± 5 

    Middle 19 ± 5 20 ± 3 19 ± 3 19 ± 3 

    Distal 15 ± 3 15 ± 3  15 ± 3 16 ± 3 

     

  †             g            mpared to T2IR (P < 0.05). 

  * indicates significance compared to MSPREP (P < 0.05).  
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of four black-blood techniques.  

with respect to wall SNR, lumen SNR, and wall-to-lumen CNR measured at the proximal 

(2.4 cm from the superior end), middle (4.8 cm), and distal (7.2 cm) regions of the 

imaging volume (n = 11). The error bars demonstrate the standard error. MSPREP and 

T2IR provided significantly better blood suppression than both DIR and SPSAT. 
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4.6.2 High Resolution Imaging Feasibility 

All 11 volunteers were scanned successfully. For the T2IR-SSFP sequence, the optimal 

inversion TI was determined to be 421± 87 msec. For the T2IR-FSE sequence, 10 out of 11 

volunteers yielded optimal suppression at the simulated value (353 msec), which was derived 

using Bloch simulation based on manual inspection of three two-minute low-resolution scout 

scans each acquired at TI = 300, 353, and 400 msec. One volunteer had an optimal TI = 300 

msec, and an additional 250 msec scout scan was also performed on this volunteer. This 

resulted in the average TI = 348 ± 15 msec.  

Figure 4.7 Image quality scores of the four black-blood techniques.  

at the proximal, mid and distal regions of the 9 cm axial imaging volume. T2IR and 

MSPREP provided the best overall image quality. 
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Figure 4.8 shows the curved reformatted views obtained with 3D FSE and SSFP 

acquisitions. In case 1, excellent blood suppression is obtained with both techniques 

throughout the imaging volume. In case 2, suboptimal blood suppression can be observed in 

the superior half of the 3D volume acquired with T2IR-SSFP. Muscle SNR from T2IR 

prepared FSE and SSFP readouts were: 36 ± 4, and 46 ± 8, respectively. The muscle-to-lumen 

CNR values were: 27 ± 4 and 37 ± 7, respectively. T2IR-SSFP provided 26% higher muscle 

SNR and 39% higher muscle-to-lumen CNR than T2IR-FSE. 

Figure 4.8 Curved reformatted views obtained with 3D FSE and SSFP acquisitions.  
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Suboptimal blood suppression was observed in the upper half of the imaging volume in 

four of the T2IR-SSFP cases (Case 2), while T2IR-FSE provided consistent global blood 

suppression.  

 

4.7 Discussion  

 

In both studies, the preliminary results in healthy volunteers demonstrated the feasibility of 

3D T2IR SSFP vessel wall imaging of the popliteal artery using both an axial prescription, as 

well as a larger coronal prescription. The T2IR-SSFP technique covering a 10cm axial slab 

provided good quality black-blood images within a clinically reasonable scan time of 4 

minutes, while higher resolution imaging using a coronal view with 20cm coverage is also 

feasible with increased scan time.  

 

4.7.1 Black-Blood Magnetization Comparison  

Compared to conventional inflow-based DIR and SPSAT techniques, flow-independent 

T2IR and velocity-based MSPREP were found to provide superior blood suppression over a 9 

cm axial segment of the popliteal artery, particularly in the distal region where the inflow 

effect diminishes substantially. Unlike DIR and SPSAT, T2IR and MSPREP do not rely on the 

inflow of blood with nulled signal into the imaging volume and therefore are also suited for 

coronal and sagittal acquisitions which can cover the lower extremity vasculature more 

efficiently than the axial acquisition used in this study (63,72). T2IR can provide reliable blood 
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suppression in other image plane orientations such as in the coronal (72) or oblique planes 

(73). While the weakness of DIR and SPSAT for thick slab black-blood MRI has been well 

recognized (74,75) and reported in previous comparison studies (56,75), this work directly 

compares these techniques against the more recently developed MSPREP and T2IR techniques 

using the same imaging pulse sequence, scanner setup and subjects. As the effectiveness of 

blood suppression in DIR and SPSAT degrades with increasing slab thickness, the results 

presented here may provide practical guidance for thin slab targeted vessel wall imaging of the 

lower extremities.  

Compared to DIR and SPSAT, MSPREP and T2IR provided lower wall SNR, which may 

be overcome by imaging at higher field strengths such as 3T (76), especially when high spatial 

resolution is desired. Compared to MSPREP, T2IR provided similar wall-to-lumen CNR, and 

received comparable or higher image quality scores. While T2IR can provide global blood 

suppression regardless of blood flow velocity, direction, and spatial resolution, MSPREP relies 

on velocity-induced signal dephasing within the imaging voxel. It therefore depends on voxel 

size and may be suboptimal in regions with slow blood flow such as along the wall-lumen 

boundary (56). This difference may be important in diseased vessels with slower blood flow, 

although this remains to be investigated.  

In a previous study, a single image of the popliteal vessel wall was acquired in ~6.5 min 

using a 2D T2IR FSE sequence. Here, 56 high resolution popliteal vessel wall images were 

acquired in about 4 minutes, representing almost two orders of magnitude scan time reduction 

on a per slice basis. This substantial time saving can be attributed to the higher SNR efficiency 

of 3D imaging and the SSFP acquisition, which is as shown in the comparison between FSE 
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and SSFP readouts (66). This SNR advantage also permits acquisitions with higher resolution, 

potentially leading to the improved visualization of small plaque components (75,76).  

The optimal FOS value of 2.0 cm/s for MSPREP in the popliteal artery was comparable 

with that reported by Koktzoglou et al (3.3 cm/s calculated from reported b-value = 1.1 s/mm2 

and gradient area = 231 msec mT/m) (52) and Wang et al (3.0 cm/s calculated from reported 

first-order gradient moment m1 = 784 mT ms2/m) (53)in the carotid artery. However, it was 

substantially smaller than that reported by Fan et al (135 cm/s calculated from m1 = 17.4 mT 

ms2/m) for non-contrast MRA of the lower extremity (77). This large discrepancy may be 

explained by the different purposes of MSPREP: whereas small velocity-encoding gradients 

may be sufficient to generate good quality angiograms, larger gradients are needed to suppress 

intraluminal signal. 

In this study, a significant decrease in image quality score was noted in the proximal region 

compared to the middle and distal region scores for both T2IR and MSPREP. This may be due 

to the increased curvature of the popliteal artery with respect to the axial imaging volume in 

the proximal region, leading to lower wall SNR (Figure 4.6) and increased wall blurring when 

compared to the middle and distal regions where the artery is fairly straight. The effects of 

vessel orientation on vessel wall depiction and SNR have been demonstrated in the carotid 

bifurcation (78). Potential remedies include using higher field strengths to improve SNR and 

higher resolution to reduce partial volume effect.  

This study has several limitations. First, black-blood preparations were synchronized with 

the peripheral trigger to maximize the blood suppression of the flow-based techniques. As a 

consequence, each technique imaged the vessel wall at a different phase in the cardiac cycle, 
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which may have affected the vessel wall area measurements. Second, while 

electrocardiographic gating may have provided improved flow timing for flow-sensitive black-

blood techniques, peripheral gating was used to simplify the experimental setup and was found 

to adequately capture the period of systolic peak flow in all subjects as evidenced by the phase 

contrast flow measurements. Third, black-blood parameter optimization was performed on a 

single slice at the middle of the imaging volume to simplify the scout scan procedures, which 

may lead to suboptimal blood suppression elsewhere within the volume. For flow-based 

techniques in particular, blood suppression depends on blood velocity and it is generally 

difficult to determine a single optimal value for the black-blood parameter that would provide 

uniform blood suppression. Fourth, patients with peripheral arterial occlusive disease were not 

enrolled in this preliminary study. The performance of T2IR and MSPREP remains to be 

evaluated in the presence of slower blood flow in diseased arteries. Fifth, plaque 

characterization generally requires a multi-contrast imaging protocol. While SPSAT does not 

alter the image contrast of stationary tissues, DIR, MSPREP and T2IR magnetization 

preparations induce T1, T2, and mixed T1 and T2 weighting, respectively. According to the 

results of this study, the utility of T2IR for plaque characterization remains therefore to be 

evaluated. 

 

4.7.2 High Resolution Imaging 

This study extended the large-volume 3D T2IR vessel wall MRI of the popliteal artery with 

0.8mm isotropic resolution at 1.5T, depicting the vessel wall of the popliteal artery throughout 
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the scan coverage, allowing volume reformats for further examination by a clinician to detect 

vascular diseases such as atherosclerotic plaque and vasculitis.  

Upon comparing T2IR-prepared SSFP and FSE images, SSFP is inherently a bright-blood 

contrast and is more susceptible to luminal artifacts from inflowing fresh blood beyond the 

range of the localized transmit coil when T2IR is played out. In this study, three out of the 

eleven cases yielded inflow of unsuppressed blood signal in the proximal region of the imaging 

FOV. Use of an array with a larger scan coverage, such as a cardiac array or a body transmit 

coil would alleviate this problem. Additionally, the use of larger coils would also allow 

bilateral coverage for examination of both left and right peripheral vasculature simultaneously, 

and the feasibility of this bilateral imaging approach was recently demonstrated at 3T with the 

T2IR-FSE sequence, for which an adiabatic fat inversion pulse was used to null the fat signal 

to address the off-resonance that limits the conventional fat saturation performed at 1.5T.  

As demonstrated in this study, FSE with variable refocusing flip angles can prolong the 

echo train; however, unlike SSFP steady state signal, the FSE pseudo steady state signal may 

be exhausted before the end of the echo train, which may lead to reduced SNR. This warrants 

further investigation.  

The 12 minute long scan time allowed the acquisition of a truly isotropic coronal volume 

with 20cm in-plane and 6cm through-plane coverage. True isotropic resolution allows 

reformatting of the acquired 3D volume into any desired imaging plane, which may be useful 

for clinical examination of the vessels of interest. However, further scan time reduction would 

greatly benefit the clinical applicability of this technique. In this study, a full k-space sampling 
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scheme was used to acquire all k-space data for the 3D volume reconstruction; therefore, 

undersampling strategies can be incorporated for additional scan-time reduction.  

 

4.7.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, flow-independent 3D T2IR SSFP and FSE imaging of the popliteal vessel 

wall is feasible with effective blood suppression across a thick imaging volume. Compared to 

conventional DIR and SPSAT techniques for 2D imaging, MSPREP and T2IR provide similar 

image quality and are better suited for thick slab 3D black-blood vessel wall imaging. A large 

20cm coronal volume acquired with T2IR yielded submillimeter and isotropic resolution 

images of the popliteal vessel wall, which may be useful for assessment of atherosclerotic 

plaque in patients with peripheral vascular diseases.   
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Chapter 5 

2D FAT IMAGE NAVIGATOR-BASED CORONARY MRA 

 

Coronary imaging requires techniques that address motion of the coronary arteries – 

namely the cardiac cycle and respiration – which varies from patient to patient. Respiratory 

motion in particular provides a significant challenge in free-breathing coronary magnetic 

resonance angiography (CMRA), as it causes the imaging target (the coronary arteries) to 

change its position throughout the respiratory cycle. Moreover, both cardiac and respiratory 

m      m y v  y                    ’               ul     v     l                        g 

breathing pattern, making scan time reduction a notable priority for improving the acquisition.  

In the research arena, development of coronary MR imaging technology has been very 

active and pursued in many fronts: including scan time reduction by undersampling, motion 

gating and correction, large volume coverage for whole-heart coronary imaging, high-

resolution black-blood preparation vessel wall imaging. However, these active and ongoing 

research interests have yet translated into a coronary imaging technique that can be used 

routinely in the clinical arena, including at our site at Weill Cornell Medical College. This is 

primarily due to respiratory motion during the CMRA imaging, which provides a significant 

challenge from the development of a reliable CMRA imaging technology. 

Currently, the state-of-art scanners by the major MRI manufacturers provide the CMRA 

sequences with navigator that excites a superior-inferior (SI) cylinder of tissue from the 

diaphragm-liver interface, and have been used in high-resolution coronary imaging for tracking 
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motion and suppressing respiratory motion artifacts that significantly limit this technique. A 

1D cylindrical pencil-beam is prescribed on the right diaphragmatic-liver interface to monitor 

SI motion.  

 

5.1 Clinical Overview 

5.1.1 The Pencil-Beam Navigator  

Early works with Coronary imaging had incorporated breath-held techniques (79), but 

using a navigator to monitor respiratory position enabled free-breathing methods that overcame 

the limitations of breath holding (80); namely the challenges required in patient cooperation, 

limited duration of data acquisition, and consequently low resolution and image quality. Such 

techniques acquire a pencil-beam navigator echo during a free-breathing cardiac scan to 

monitor the motion of the diaphragm dome and to gate data acquisition. Typically, a fixed 

diaphragmatic navigator measurement is scaled by a factor of 0.6 as an indirect measurement 

of cardiac position (81), and motion is addressed either in a retrospective manner or in a 

prospective manner using respiratory gating. However, the pencil-beam navigator approach has 

several limitations: first, it requires careful positioning away from the heart to avoid 

interference with imaging echoes, which may lead to operator-dependence. Second, it is 

sensitive to drifting breathing patterns, which may result in very long scan times. Third, the 

diaphragm navigator does not directly monitor motion of the heart, and assumes that the 

motion between the diaphragm and heart to be linear, but in practice, hysteresis has been 
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observed between the two. Additionally, a diaphragm-liver navigator acquisition is only 

limited to Superior-Inferior (SI) motion tracking, and is unable to track complex motion such 

as rotation, dilation, and transverse displacements of the coronary arteries. 

Therefore, motion gating and correction strategies to address respiratory motion can be 

categorized into one or more of the following: first is novel navigator design, which utilizes a 

new navigator pulse for determining cardiac position. The second is prospective navigator data 

processing, which provides position information of the heart immediately to the MRI scanner 

data acquisition. The third is retrospective gating/correction, which uses the navigator motion 

profile to selectively identify the best k-space signal from an oversampled set of data, or 

applies a motion correction using the measured navigator displacements. Due to the limitations 

of the existing 1D pencil-beam navigator, navigator technology development for the direct 

monitoring of motion of the heart during free breathing has recently become an area of great 

research interest, which has the potential to provide more accurate measurement of cardiac 

position. 

 

 

5.1.2 Direct Coronary Navigator Tracking  

Over the last decade, numerous methods that directly monitor the position of the heart 

during free breathing have been developed (19,82-98). One approach is the use of a fat 

selective navigator that tracks the bulk motion of the epicardial fat in a prospectively gated 

CMRA (19,82-84). Other approaches utilize self-navigated strategies (85-87). However, these 
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methods only acquire a set of 1D projections of the excited fat or self-navigated volumes, and 

may lack sensitivity to the actual cardiac motion. Because of this, image-based navigators have 

been considered, acquiring images of the heart at every heartbeat, either in a self-gated manner 

(89-91), or using a separate navigator (92-98). For example, Keegan et al. have developed a 3D 

volumetric navigator that selectively excites the epicardial fat (92), and was used for 

retrospective motion correction. Image-based navigator approaches have allowed improved 

tracking of the cardiac position at each heartbeat, but these approaches often perform 

retrospective gating and motion correction because of the limited time for data extraction and 

motion detection. Prospective gating strategies have been previously shown to both reduce 

scan time and improve image quality (99,100) compared to retrospective gating methods, but 

these real-time methods demand rapid processing to extract motion between the end of 

navigator acquisition and start of imaging, which is ideally below 40 ms (101). Therefore, 

image-based strategies with non-rectilinear navigator or self-navigated sampling methods such 

as 3D Cones (90) trajectory and spiral navigators (92) are unsuited for prospective gating. Only 

a few image-based navigators with Cartesian sampling schemes have been used for 

prospectively gated coronary imaging (96-98).  

Despite active and ongoing interest in numerous direct cardiac monitoring and image-based 

approaches at the research level, navigator tracking with a 1D diaphragmatic pencil-beam with 

prospective gating is still considered the standard approach for clinical coronary MR imaging 

today, because of its relative ease to set up, its straightforward manner to extract respiratory 

motion, and its availability on regular scanner hardware from most major MR vendors. On the 

other hand, many novel approaches at the research level typically require an elaborate setup 
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process that includes one or more calibration scans for navigator planning and saturation band 

prescriptions (19,96,102), and/or a dedicated processing (87,89,90,92,94) that require 

dedicated hardware unavailable on standard hospital scanners.  

 

5.1.3 The Goal of this Work 

The goal of this work is to develop a method that can be routinely used in the clinical arena 

while offering reliable coronary images compared the 1D diaphragmatic navigator. This 

chapter proposes a novel image-based navigator that depicts coronary artery at each heartbeat 

and employs the navigator image into a prospectively gated CMRA scan. The 2D fat imaging 

navigator described in 5.2 is rapidly processed in real-time using custom-built software system 

           m                         ’     l-time infrastructure outlined in Section 5.3. This 

system provides operator interaction to rapidly examine and select an ROI suitable for direct 

coronary motion information extraction at every heartbeat. The 2D navigator real-time image 

processing is also optimized to meet the timing constraints for allowing prospective gating 

with PAWS. After completion of the prospectively gated acquisition, the acquired k-space is 

applied a translational motion correction using the 2D coronary artery displacements. This 

method is incorporated as 3D coronary SSFP MRA sequence for rapid setup, acquisition, and 

enhanced image quality compared to conventional methods.  

The Cartesian 2D fat image based navigator provides an anatomical 2D image of the 

epicardial fat surrounding the coronary arteries to clearly visualize coronary artery motion. 

This navigator is incorporated into a prospectively gated 3D SSFP CMRA sequence with 
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PAWS for imaging of the right coronary artery (RCA) for rapid image acquisition. The 

proposed navigator-gated CMRA images with PAWS are then compared with a prospectively 

gated CMRA using a 1D diaphragmatic pencil beam with a 5mm gating window. 

 

5.2 2D Fat Image Navigator Design 

Cardiac fat navigator has the advantage of its signal to not interfere with imaging.  

Therefore, it can be synchronously be used in Coronary MRA sequences to directly monitor 

the motion of the heart by spatially & spectrally selectively exciting the epicardial fat 

surrounding the targeted coronary artery. Recent works has shown this method performed 

using a 3-echo acquisition for SI, LR, and AP motion extraction, as well as with spiral 

trajectory to allow 2D and 3D volumetric acquisition and with an in-depth motion correction 

(92,93).  

This section describes the development of the 2D Cardiac Fat Image Navigator pulse 

sequence design, which acquires a spatially and spectrally selective image of the epicardial fat 

using repeated phase encodes. Compared to non-Cartesian trajectories such as radial or spiral, 

this acquisition does not require any computationally heavy reconstructions to generate the 

navigator image, thereby making feasible the real-time 2D displacement tracking method for 

prospective PAWS gating as described in Section 5.3.   
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5.2.1  RF Excitation Pulse Optimization  

The work here focuses on the development of spectrally fat selective excitation methods, as 

these RF excitation methods have advantages over water-selective excitation methods as 

explained previously in Section 5.1. Two major families of spectrally selective RF pulses were 

considered: the first is the Shinnar-LeRoux (SLR) optimized pulses (103), which uses four 

parameters – namely pulse duration, the RF bandwidth, pass-band ripple percentage, and the 

stop-band ripple percentage to design the RF time-course using an iterative approach, and are 

optimized to have the largest pass-band and amplitude. SLR pulse design was performed on a 

dedicated pulse design software (GE Healthcare, Waukesha WI).  

The second family of such spectrally selective pulses includes the spectral-spatial (SPSP) 

excitation pulses, which provides an additional spatial selectivity through a slab selective 

encoding (103).  

Optimization of the RF excitation was performed in a phantom experiment, where the 

number of binomial pulse train lobes were varied between 3 and 5 (1-2-1, 1-3-3-1, and 1-4-6-

4-1) and spectrally selective RF pulses of lengths 5.2ms, 8.0msec, 10.0 msec and 16.0 msec 

optimized by the Shinnar-LeRoux algorithm with both linear and minimum phases were also 

examined. The TRnav and fat-to-water signal intensity ratio were compared to determine the 

optimal scheme for the 2D fat selective imaging.  
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5.2.2  The 2D Cardiac Fat Image Navigator Design  

From the experiments described in 5.2.1 (results in 5.7.1), the 1-3-3-1 binomial SPSP 

excitation was determined to provide the ideal combination of optimal TRnav and a sufficiently 

high fat-to-water signal intensity ratio for its application as a 2D fat image navigator. Both 

balanced-SSFP and SPGR readouts were considered, and preliminary experience showed that 

the SPGR design required no additional preparation before and after the acquisition of the final 

2D navigator echo, thus making the time between end of navigator acquisition and CMRA 

SSFP imaging readouts minimal. In contrast, the SSFP navigator readout required both a 

dummy preparatory pulse, as well as a half-TR tip-up pulse that added an additional 6.9 msec 

after navigator phase encodes and prior to the fat saturation pulse.    

The proposed Cartesian 2D cardiac fat image navigator acquires a 6cm thick coronal slice 

that captures the epicardial fat excited by a spectral-spatial (SPSP) excitation (104) (1-3-3-1 

binomial pulse train, flip angle = 20°, pulse length = 7.8 ms), and each excitation followed by a 

single phase encode readout and a spoiler (navigator TR = 12.8 ms). Repeated phase encodes 

(24-32 echoes) were acquired in a total of 280-380ms, using a reverse centric view order to 

minimize the time delay between the acquisitions of the k-space center of navigator and image 

data for improved motion tracking (101).  
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5.3 Real-Time Interactive Motion Gating with PAWS 

The general infrastructure of the real-time processing on the GE scanner platform is 

described in 2.3.3. In order to enable prospective PAWS gating with a 2D fat image navigator, 

a real-time interactive software system was designed to allow rapid 2D navigator image 

processing, including during-the-scan ROI selection, template matching, and PAWS gating 

with sufficient buffer time to account for additional load on the processor during the time-

critical block between the end of navigator acquisition and the start of imaging. The developed 

real-time interactive (RTI) software system is similar in principle to real-time systems 

previously developed on the GE MRI platforms as described in (105-107).  

The primary consideration for enabling 2D motion extraction for prospective gating is 

given to fast computation to process the navigator k-space data immediately after it is acquired. 

Once the cardiac motion has been extracted from the navigator data, the software must also 

rapidly communicate with the waveform generation board that runs the modified MRI pulse 

sequence and instructs which k-space views should be acquired for the current heartbeat. 

Additionally, a real-time user interface is desired to allow continuous monitoring and 

adjustment (if necessary) of navigator signal and tracking parameters. To achieve these goals, a 

custom-built back-end software component is designed to process the raw navigator signal 

from the receiver coils on the APS board. A second front-end component, which runs on the 

VRE board, provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for real-time display that allows manual 

prescription of the 2D ROI by the operator from any previously acquired 2D navigator image. 
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This component runs on the scanner hardware responsible for image reconstruction, but its 

GUI is forwarded to the scanner console.  

Prospective gating using a 2D navigator image requires that all back-end computational 

tasks are completed within time-critical block, a temporal window corresponding to the 

duration between the last navigator echo and the start of SSFP imaging data acquisition. The 

front-end replicates the same data processing as the back-end for displaying the navigator 

images and the motion extracted from the 2D template matching, but its computation 

completes within a more relaxed time constraint and therefore is non-time critical.  

The developed software system requires operator interaction for selection of 2D ROI 

during the initial heartbeats of the CMRA scan (the setup phase). No interaction is necessary 

during the prospective 3D SSFP CMRA acquisition when the PAWS algorithm is used for 

gating (the acquisition phase). Figure 5.1 shows the block diagram of the developed CMRA 

sequence. 
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5.3.1 Back End Considerations 

 For real-time processing of the 2D navigator images, the navigator data acquisition and 

storage utilizes a variation of previously described software systems (83,106-110), which 

reroutes the storage of navigator echo data onto a dedicated buffer memory on the APS board 

Figure 5.1 Schematic of the Real-Time Interactive Software System 

The echoes acquired in one heartbeat are used for ROI selection during setup phase, and are 

rapidly processed using the PAWS algorithm once CMRA commences. The PAWS-gated 

acquisition stops when the 3D SSFP k-space volume is filled. Dark-shaded boxes are performed 

by the computer, and light-shaded boxes are performed by the operator.  
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and shared by our software,                  g    m            ’  BAM once data transfer and 

storage completes.  

For prospective gating of navigator data with template matching between each 2D 

navigator image and an operator-selected 2D region of interest to extract cardiac motion, all 

computational tasks required completion initially within a 50 msec time-critical block (a 

temporal window corresponding to the duration between final navigator echo and the start of 

SSFP imaging data acquisition; this was later reduced to 20 msec) with sufficient buffer time 

to accommodate the heaviest computational load and returning the appropriate set of 

instructions to the scanner waveform gateway for which set of imaging data to acquire for that 

heartbeat. For enabling prospective motion correction by slice following, all computation 

required completion prior to the 6KR ramp-up, whose slab also requires adjustment. 

 

5.3.2 Front End Consideration 

Figure 5.2 shows the front end display on the host console. The graphical user interface 

enables the user to quickly set up, examine, and validate whether the 2D ROI template of the 

coronary artery is yielding an error-free template match at every heartbeat for accurate 

coronary mapping. 

All non-time-critical tasks performed on the front-end include data storage at each 

heartbeat, visual displays that update to the most recent heartbeat, 2D ROI selection, and 

template matching for display. These tasks are performed on the VRE board, which waits for 

the 2D navigator k-space signal from the APS, and then performs the reconstruction and 
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display of matching results on the front-end GUI displayed on the host. The console GUI 

enable simple mouse interaction to allow operator selection of the ROI from any previously 

acquired 2D navigator echoes. The selected ROI is returned to the APS for template matching 

upon selecting the gating method, and commencing the prospectively gated SSFP acquisition. 

The 2D image ROI selected by the operator on the host console GUI, the relevant parameters 

for reconstruction are sent to the APS end and performed outside of the time-critical block for 

the current heartbeat.   

 

 

Figure 5.2 The front end for RTI selection and processing of 2D ROIs.  The Coronal 2D 

navigator image of the epicardial fat is updated after every heartbeat of the scan (top left 

panel), and a GUI interface allows 2D ROI selection (bottom left panel). The selected ROI can 

be rapidly checked for accuracy with the timecourse display of an operator-selected line (top 

right panel). The progress of PAWS gating is also shown (bottom right panel), and is updated 

every heartbeat until completion of the scan.  
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5.3.3 Implementation 

A dedicated APS processing software component was developed in allowing 2D 

processing in a fast and efficient manner on the APS, and enabled communication with both 

the AGP for instructing the scanner and VRE for RTI display and ROI selection.  

The back-end is initialized by receiving the 2D ROI from the front-end selected in the 

setup phase.  For every heartbeat during the acquisition phase, the 2D navigator image is only 

partially reconstructed around the regions necessary for 2D template matching. The template 

matching uses a least-squares (LSQ) algorithm (111) over two steps (see below) to reduce 

computational cost. In our preliminary implementation, only the superior-inferior (SI) 

displacement component of the detected 2D ROI displacement is used for PAWS gating. The 

following is a more detailed description of each process: 

 

2D Image Reconstruction: First, a computationally inexpensive 1DFFT is performed over 

the entire image in the phase encode direction. This is followed by a more computationally 

expensive 1DFFT in the SI direction to achieve higher spatial resolution by zero-padded 

interpolation. The FFT in the SI direction is limited to only those readout lines that will be 

used in the ROI template matching, described below. 

 

Template Matching: A 2D LSQ algorithm is used to perform template matching between 

the selected ROI and the partially reconstructed navigator image for the heartbeat, from 
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which the 2D displacement values in the SI and left-right (LR) directions are measured. 

The actual matching algorithm is performed in two steps in order to reduce the overall 

computation time by eliminating computations on comparisons that are unlikely to match.  

First, a 1D LSQ matching of a reference line (selected by the operator during the setup 

phase) on the navigator image is performed, giving an approximate SI position of the 

current cardiac position with respect to the 2D template. Second, this displacement is used 

as an initial guess for a full 2D ROI matching, where the 2D LSQ search is now performed 

over an additional 16 mm x 16mm search window. This allows for a reduction in the 

acceptable search window by approximately two folds compared to using a full search 

window, yielding a similar factor in the processing time saved. 

 

PAWS gating: The measured SI displacement is measured for PAWS gating, (Phase 

ordering with Automatic Window Selection), which is a sorting algorithm that uses the 

cardiac position derived from the SI displacement as input to efficiently complete data 

acquisition. The k-space views acquired per heartbeat segment are organized into groups of 

views called frames, and the frames are numerically indexed for running the PAWS 

algorithm. In PAWS, each bin represents one-third of the total gating window size, and 

displacements measured from the 2D navigator are sorted into one of these bins. Each bin 

has an initial frame, either at the start, middle, or end of all frame indices, and cycle 

through in modulo 3. The bins initialized on the extremal frames from the start or end of 

the frame index would acquire frames sequentially towards the middle index, while the 

middle bin fills its bin in such way to even out the number of unacquired frames between 
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the two adjacent bins. The bottom display panel in Figure 2.5, as well as the bottom right 

panel in Figure 5.1 shows typical PAWS-gated CMRA scans either in progress or at 

completion. While PAWS was originally developed to address respiratory drift and reduce 

residual motion artifacts in long CMRA scans (> ~5mins), it effectively aligns the k-space 

center at similar respiratory positions and minimizes total acquisition time. The SSFP 

imaging k-space parameters to acquire for that heartbeat is determined.  The AGP 

waveform processor is instructed by the back-end on which k-space views to acquire for 

the current heartbeat. 

 

RSP Processing – the PAWS-derived instructions from the APS are updated via 

communication link with the RSP section of the pulse sequence running on the AGP board. 

All time-critical computation are completed within the playout of the fat saturation pulse 

prior to the initial SSFP catalyzation pulse (the first of the 6 Kaiser-Bessel ramp-up pulses) 

in the RSP section of the pulse sequence running on the AGP.  

 

All time-critical computations require completion within the time needed to perform the  

fat saturation pulse and the SSFP catalyzation, which was a six Kaiser-Bessel flip angle ramp-

up (112). These pulses are approximately 19 ms and 28 ms, respectively. 

 

The k-space views specified in the RSP for the current heartbeat is acquired over mid-

diastole of the CMRA scan. The k-space views are sequentially stored on a 2 GB memory 
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block on the BAM, separate from the space allocated for the final 3D volume reconstruction. 

The scan completes when all k-space views from the optimal set of bins are filled. 

 

After completion of the CMRA scan, the acquired k-space data are re-organized and sorted 

          AM        ll           GE’          u      software component according to the 

PAWS-designated bins, as well as the ky and kz position of each acquired view. Once the fully 

sampled k-space volume from the completed 3-bin gating window is sorted into the BAM 

            v lum          u     , GE’      -processing software system performs its black-

box volume reconstruction which involves a proprietary method to filter, and reconstruct the 

3D volume.   

 

5.4  Retrospective Motion Correction by K-Space Shift  

Motion correction was performed retrospectively using k-space shift theorem by the 2D 

displacement measured from the coronary artery branch depicted in the 2D fat image 

navigator. According to the k-space shift theorem, the acquired coronary MRA k-space data 

was retrospectively modulated by a linear phase, which corresponds to a pixel-wise 

translational shift in the image domain.  

A region-of-interest (ROI) based template matching was performed with 2D least-squares, 

and the 2D displacement vector in the frame of the coronal plane was determined. This 

translational motion was then converted in the double oblique plane of the CMRA prescription 
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using an appropriate rotation matrix. A linearly varying k-space phase shift was applied in each 

orthogonal direction of the double-oblique plane. 

  

5.5 3D Coronary SSFP CMRA Sequence 

Figure 5.3 shows the schematics of the Cartesian 2D fat image navigator-enabled CMRA 

sequence, which acquired an oblique volume of the right coronary artery (RCA). The 3D SSFP 

CMRA sequence parameters were as follows: TR = 4.6 msec, TE = 1.8 msec, FA = 90
o
, 

256x256x12, rBW = ±62.5 kHz, FOV = 26.0 x 26.0 cm, VPS = 32 with a centric view order, 

slice thickness = 3.0mm. The SSFP imaging train was preceded by a spectrally selective fat 

saturation and 6 Kaiser-Bessel ramp-up pulses. For the prospectively gated sequence, navigator 

data transfer was incorporated immediately after the acquisition of the final phase encode, and 

prior to the 6KR readout.  

  

 
 

Figure 5.3 Schematic of the 3D SSFP Coronary MRA Sequence  

The 3D CMRA sequence is gated by ECG, and a trigger delay measured from a cine-scout 

scan is used to acquire SSFP CMRA k-space during mid-diastole when there is minimal 

cardiac motion. The SSFP is preceded by a 2D navigator, 19 msec Fat Saturation pulse, and a 

6 Kaiser-Bessel dummy ramp-up pulse train that takes a total of 28 msec to prepare the SSFP 

signal for image acquisition by minimizing transient oscillation.  
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For the ungated sequence with 100% navigator efficiency, no data oversampling was 

performed, and the scan completed after 128 heartbeats (HB) and a total scan time = 2 minutes 

for a nominal heart rate of 60 BPM. For the prospectively gated CMRA sequence, the scan 

commenced by acquiring the 2D navigator data, and the operator prescribed a rectangular 2D 

ROI on the left coronary artery displayed on the RTI interface at end-exhalation. Once the 

template matching was visually verified, PAWS gated acquisition of the CMRA data 

commenced by operator input. 

   

 

5.6 Study Design and Experimentation 

 

5.6.1  Direct Coronary Motion Tracking with 2D Fat Image Navigator  

A preliminary in-vivo experiment was performed using the selected scheme on eight 

healthy volunteers (age = 39 ± 12) on a 1.5T GE Signa HDx scanner using an 8-channel 

cardiac array under an IRB approved protocol and written informed consent. The protocol 

additionally included an 8-second breath-held high resolution scan of the 2D fat image 

navigator, as well as a 640-heartbeat scan that acquired both 2D fat image navigator 

immediately followed by a 1D diaphragm-liver pencil-beam scan. Image quality scores of the 

100% navigator efficient CMRA were assessed by an experienced radiologist in a blinded 

manner for all experiments. For the ungated and motion corrected CMRA, RCA visualization 

score was given on a 5-point scale (0=non-diagnostic, 1=poor, 2=fair, 3=good, 4=excellent). 
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5.6.2  Prospectively gated CMRA   

Twelve additional healthy subjects (mean age = 28 years ± 5) were scanned using the 

proposed prospectively gated 2D fat navigator CMRA sequence, where the PAWS gating 

window was 2.5 mm.  For comparison, a diaphragmatic pencil-beam navigator gated CMRA 

sequence with equivalent imaging parameters and a 5 mm PAWS gating window was also 

acquired. The two CMRA sequences were acquired in a randomized order. The coronal 2D 

navigator had a FOV equal to 27x20 cm (LRxSI), and the pencil-beam length was 13 cm. A 

rectangular 2D ROI was prescribed around the epicardial fat near the root of the left coronary 

artery branch (see Figure 5.2 left panels), due to its relative ease for ROI selection and visual 

inspection during setup. A relative image quality score using a 5-point scale (-2 = significantly 

worse, -1 = marginally worse, 0 = comparable, 1 = marginally better, 2 = significantly better) 

was assigned, with one image favored after showing a pair of images of the RCA in a blinded 

manner. 

 

5.6.3 Statistical Analysis 

Im g  qu l  y               m      u   g W l  x  ’  S g   -Rank test, and the   u    ’  

t-test was used to compare scan times and naviga                . P      ’       l          

employed to examine similarities between the epicardial fat motion and the diaphragm-liver 

motion tracked by both the pencil-beam and the 2D fat image navigator. 
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5.7 Results 

5.7.1  Optimization of 2D Navigator Excitation 

Figure 5.4 shows the phantom experiment results. The top row shows the fat selective 

excitations with the SPSP binomial pulses, and the bottom row shows the SLR-designed RF 

excitations centered on the fat frequency with 10 and 16 msec pulses. The center frequency of 

each family of RF pulses was set to -220 Hz for fat selective excitation.  

 

 
 

Upon examining the fat-to-water signal intensity values, SLR designed RF pulses in 

general were unable to suppress water signal when compared to the SPSP pulses, and this was 

more evident with the 5.2 and 8 msec SLR designed pulses (not shown in figure).  

Figure 5.4 Comparison of SPSP designed RF excitations  

Fat and water phantom. Between the 1-2-1, 1-3-3-1, and 1-4-6-4-1 SPSP RF excitation pulses, 

the 1-3-3-1 excitation pulse with an RF duration of 7.9ms, and a total TRSPSP of 12.8ms 

including readout was selected for the 2D fat image navigator. 
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Figure 5.5 shows examples of the cardiac images acquired using the proposed SPSP 

navigator excitation. The first was acquired over a breath-hold over eight heartbeats, and the 

remaining two were acquired over one heartbeat, reconstructed at the spatial resolution 

incorporated by the RTI system for prospective gating, as well as at the post processed 

resolution for retrospective motion correction. In the fat selective images, the liver is also 

visualized. 

Compared to the 1-4-6-4-1 binomial pulse, the 1-3-3-1 binomial pulse was found to 

provide comparable spectral selection with shorter repetition time (TRNAV = 12.8 msec vs. 15.1 

msec). The epicardial fat surrounding the left and right artery branches was better depicted in 

the coronal plane than in the sagittal plane. For these reasons, a coronal 2D view of the 

epicardial fat excited with the 1-3-3-1 SPSP binomial pulse train was selected for further 

experimentation in human subjects. 
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5.7.2  Comparison of Coronary Artery position with Diaphragm-Liver Motion 

2D fat navigator using the 1-3-3-1 SPSP excitation RF was acquired along with a 1D 

diaphragmatic pencil-beam navigator at each heartbeat over 640 heartbeats to analyze cardiac 

and diaphragmatic motion over a 12-minte span to examine drifting in the acquired breathing 

patterns. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 each the SI respiratory motions extracted from the 2D cardiac fat 

and diaphragmatic navigators, and a scatter-plot comparing the two measurements in a pair of 

subjects.  

 

Figure 5.5 SPSP excitation-based Fat Selective Navigators over a breath-hold 

1-3-3-1 fat (left), water (middle) and 1-4-6-4-1 fat selective SPSP excitations (right) over a 

breath-hold with sagittal (top rows) and coronal (bottom rows) views of the chest over a 

6cm slab.  
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Figure 5.6 Respiratory motion profiles from 2D navigator and 1D pencil-beam 

In these two volunteer cases, the direct cardiac SI motion and the diaphragm-liver motion 

profiles correlated highly over 640 heartbeats. In these cases, drifting was not observed over 

the 12-minute span, as the relative position at end expiration remained at the same level. 

Little differences were observed between the two measurements, yielding a narrow scatter 

 l          u             g  P      ’       l       R
2
 = 0.90 and 0.97, respectively). 
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T    v   g  P      ’       l                                 gmatic motion and the SI 

motion extracted from the 2D fat image navigator was R
2
 = 0.80 ± 0.09. Subject-to-subject 

variability between diaphragmatic and cardiac position during respiratory motion can be 

observed by comparing cases with high correlation (Figure 5.6) versus cases with low 

correlation due to increased motion hysteresis between the heart and the diaphragm (Figure 

Figure 5.7 Additional motion profiles from 2D navigator and 1D pencil-beam  

In these two volunteer cases, the direct cardiac SI motion and the diaphragm-liver motion 

profiles yielded a lower correlation over the acquired 640 heartbeats. In both of these cases, a 

drifting breathing pattern was observed over the 12-minute span, as the diaphragmatic position 

at end expiration reached a lower position over the duration of the scan. However, the 

extracted cardiac position from the 2D navigator did not show the drifting observed by the 

pencil-   m,         P      ’       l      v lu         l   l      R
2
 = 0.67 and 0.77, 

respectively) than the cases in Figure 5.6. 
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5.7). The motion range of the heart extracted from the 2D fat image navigator over 12 minutes 

across all eight volunteers was 4.3 ± 0.2 mm in the LR direction, and 11 ± 4 mm in the SI 

direction. In all cases, a fixed 16 x 16 mm (LRxSI) search window adjusted by an initial guess 

from 1D LSQ matching was found to provide the same motion estimates as a full 2D template 

search. 

 

 

5.7.3 Validation of the Real-Time Interactive Software System 

Table 5.1 shows the average time required for each task performed during the time-critical 

block performed on the back-end from one volunteer case. The measured time was averaged 

over 100 consecutive heartbeats from a single coil element.  

The ROI-independent process included a total of 196 1DFFTs of size 64 (after zero filling) 

in the phase encode direction, and required 3.3 ms to complete. For rapid template matching, a 

computationally more expensive 1DFFT was performed selectively in the readout direction, 

where each 1DFFT required an average time of 0.3 ms with zero-filling to 256 pixels. The 

initial 1D LSQ matching required 0.1 ms. The second template matching step required 

approximately 2-6 ms for a fixed 2D search window of 16 mm x 16 mm, where its variability 

depended on the ROI area that ranged from approximately 800 to 1800 pixels. 

Figure 5.8 the scatter plot of average processing time of the ROI-dependent processes (SI-

direction 1DFFTs and 2D LSQ matching) versus the selected ROI size for all 12 volunteer 

cases. The processing time was averaged over all acquired heartbeats during the acquisition 
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phase for each subject. The processing time was found be to highly correlated (R
2
 = 0.97) with 

the size of the selected 2D ROI, indicating that a large 2D ROI becomes more computationally 

expensive and may result in a run-time error, especially if more than one coil element is used 

(which further increases processing time linear in the number of coils used). The ROI-

dependent processes required 6-13 ms for computation in this study.  

The processing time required for PAWS gating and sending instructions to the waveform 

generator was less than 1 ms, therefore a total of 9-18 ms was required to perform all tasks 

during the time-critical block, leaving sufficient buffer time (> 29 ms) out of the allotted 47 ms 

between the end of 2D fat image navigator acquisition and the start of CMRA acquisition to 

avoid any run-time errors during the scan.  

 

Table 1 Average processing time for Operations and Tasks on the back-end processor 

Back-End Tasks on the APS Processing Time  

ROI-size Independent Tasks   

    LR-direction 1D FFTs (64 points; 196 lines total) 3.3 msec  

ROI-size Dependent Tasks (2D ROI = [74x13]; 962 pixels)   

    SI-direction 1D FFTs (256 points; 18 lines total) 5.1 msec  

    1D LSQ matching for estimate of SI position  0.1 msec  

    2D LSQ matching for detailed template matching 3.1 msec  

Miscellaneous Tasks   

    PAWS algorithm < 0.1 msec  

    Sending Signal to Waveform Generator < 0.3 msec   

Total Back-End Processing Time ~ 13    msec  
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5.7.4  Direct Coronary Motion Tracking with 2D Fat Image Navigator  

All eight healthy volunteers were scanned successfully. The epicardial fat surrounding two 

artery branches can be clearly seen in the low-resolution image. Figure 5.10 shows the 

coronary artery images from two volunteers, where image quality improved substantially after 

applying MC; this is particularly notable in Case 2, which suffered from severe motion 

artifacts. The RCA score was significantly higher (P = 0.02) with MC (2.8 ± 0.6) than without 

MC (1.9 ± 0.7). 
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Figure 5.8 2D Template Matching performance Time vs ROI area  

This plot indicates that the computation time linearly correlates with the number of pixels 

selected for the 2D ROI. The computational time over all heartbeats during PAWS-gated 

acquisition is reported. Standard deviation is shown for each case as an error bar. 
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5.7.5  Prospectively gated CMRA  

All scans completed successfully. Figure 5.11 shows examples of the 2D cardiac fat 

navigator and 1D diaphragmatic navigator gated CMRA. The proposed method required 48 ± 

11 sec for navigator setup and 193 ± 28 sec for free-breathing CMRA data acquisition. Pencil-

beam navigator gated CMRA had an automated 23 ± 3 sec navigator setup, but took 264 ± 55 

sec to complete, resulting in 37% longer imaging time or 41% more heartbeats than the 

proposed 2D fat image navigator based method. Cardiac fat navigator efficiency was 65 ± 6% 

(2.5 mm gating window), compared to 46 ± 9% diaphragmatic navigator efficiency (5 mm 

gating window) (P < 0.05). Relative image quality scores favored the proposed method over 

the conventional diaphragmatic navigator acquisition by 0.8 ± 1.1 (P < 0.05). Of the 12 cases 

imaged, four received comparable image quality scores, three received a +1 score, and four 

Figure 5.9 Ungated CMRA corrected with retrospective motion correction 

Displacements measured from 2D fat image navigator were used for correction by k-

space shift.  
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received a score of +2 favoring the proposed method. One case favored the diaphragmatic 

pencil-beam-derived image, yielding a score of -1. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5.10 Prospectively PAWS-gated CMRA from two Navigator methods 

A relative image quality score was assessed in a blinded manner between a pair of 

volumes. Reformatted images from three volunteer cases are shown, each receiving a 

score favoring the proposed method by 2, 1, and a comparable score of 0 (left, middle, 

right). In all of these cases, improved contrast is observed the lumen and the surrounding 

myocardial tissue due to effective fat suppression likely caused by additional fat 

 x          y     2D   v g    ’  SPSP RF  ul          l y    u         F   S  . 
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5.8 Discussions 

 

The preliminary results in a cohort of healthy volunteers have demonstrated the feasibility 

of using the proposed 2D fat image navigator with prospective PAWS gating for imaging of 

the right coronary artery with a 3D SSFP MRA sequence. The proposed 2D fat image 

navigator 3D SSFP CMRA with PAWS required less than one minute for setup, and was faster 

while yielding improved image quality compared to the conventional CMRA acquired using 

prospective PAWS with 1D pencil-beam navigator tracking.  

Comparing liver-diaphragm motion with actual cardiac motion has demonstrated a subject-

dependent variability in the cardiac position with respect to respiratory motion. This was 

particularly notable in cases where drifting occurred while tracking diaphragmatic motion with 

the 1D pencil-beam, but the relative coronary artery positions remained unchanged. The 

presence of subjects that demonstrated drifting in their breathing position as measured by 

diaphragmatic motion while the drifting was not observed in the actual cardiac motion 

strengthens the hypothesis that direct coronary motion tracking may benefit free-breathing 

coronary MRA sequences, which further validates the direct monitoring approach presented in 

this chapter.  

The proposed 2D navigator-derived images provided good visualization of the epicardial 

fat surrounding the right and left arteries, allowing tracking of both bulk and localized motion 

of the entire heart or each depicted artery branch. Unlike water-based 2D image navigators, 

such as SSFP-based readouts with low flip angles, the fat selective excitation using a 1-3-3-1 

binomial SPSP pulse does not excite water signal and therefore minimizes any signal-to-noise 
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ratio (SNR) reduction during imaging, nor does it present cross-talk artifacts between the 

navigator and 3D imaging FOVs. Compared to using a spatially-non-selective SLR-designed 

RF excitation, the coronal prescription of the 2D navigator FOV excited by the SPSP pulse was 

easy to use and did not require additional calibration scans for navigator setup, which was 

necessary in previous fat selective approaches as these methods used an SLR-designed RF 

pulse (20) that suppresses the chest wall fat using multiple spatial saturation bands 

(19,82,83,113,114). 

The 2D Cartesian fat selective navigator is computationally efficient for rapid motion 

signal extraction directly from the epicardial fat branches surrounding the coronary arteries. In 

this study, our fat selective 2D navigator method isolated images from only one coil element 

for real-time processing. The implemented rapid navigator processing and motion extraction 

algorithm took between 10 and 19 ms, enabling prospective gating using the PAWS algorithm 

without encountering run-time errors. 2D Cartesian acquisition navigators have been used in a 

prospective manner for coronary imaging (16), reporting a computation time of ~15 ms for 

processing a 2D navigator image from one coil element with similar spatial dimensions (25x20 

cm LRxSI) and reconstructed to a 128 x 64 (SI x LR) matrix during its corresponding time-

critical block and using a template matching algorithm that detects sub-pixel shifts. The 

processing times reported in this work are comparable, however our method utilized a 2D 

navigator image with a matrix of 256x64, which increases the computational cost for both 

image reconstruction and motion extraction. 

The conservative PAWs gating window yielded high quality images of the RCA without 

the use of motion correction methods in this study. With effective visualization of the 
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epicardial fat surrounding the coronary artery after every heartbeat, it would be possible to 

employ either prospective (28) or retrospective motion correction schemes (29). Prospective 

slice following requires that the displacement information is available prior to the first SSFP 

catalyzation pulse but was not performed in this preliminary study.  Retrospective motion 

correction can be performed using positional information from multiple localized regions of 

the artery branch. The left and right coronary arteries depicted in our 2D fat image navigator 

allow selective extraction of localized regions for each artery for motion correction. 

Prospective and retrospective motion correction schemes using the 2D navigator-derived 

coronary artery position, and incorporating LR information for prospective PAWS gating are 

areas of ongoing research.   

The proposed navigator acquired up to 32  phase encodes for an acquisition time of up to 

380 ms. This may render the detected motion less accurate and may be problematic in patients 

with high heart rates The use of a reverse centric view order results in the acquisition of central 

navigator k-space as close as possible to SSFP imaging. . Partial k-space acquisition at the cost 

of reduced SNR can reduce this acquisition time. Acquiring the navigator with non-rectilinear 

trajectories such as spiral (12), with real-time regridding performed immediately after each 

spiral leaf, may be considered to further reduce the navigator duration at the cost of increased 

processing time.  

The RTI software developed for this work was implemented on the standard clinical 

scanner hardware by enabling the pulse sequence to communicate with two software 

components that each run concurrently during the CMRA data acquisition without use of any 

additional dedicated hardware on the GE scanner platform. It was built on top of the previous 
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work designed for 1D PAWS-tracking that is routinely used for clinical imaging. Because of 

the relative ease of setup, the proposed prospectively 2D navigator-gated CMRA method is 

promising for clinical use in a patient population, as well as for 2D navigator image processing 

in other cardiac MR sequences. This is the subject of further investigation.  

There are several limitations in this study. First, the long 2D navigator acquisition may not 

be suitable in combination with magnetization preparation methods. Second, this study did not 

employ any motion correction methods to further improve image quality or improve the gating 

window size. Further evaluation of a prospectively gated CMRA combined with either 

prospective or retrospective motion correction is required. Third, as the proposed navigator 

image is a projection of a 6 cm coronal slab, the acquired motion cannot distinguish between 

overlapping artery branches in the 2D projection. This may be addressed by acquiring a 

navigator volume in 3D (12).  

Future work for CMRA imaging include validation of the technique for patient imaging, 

technology improvement by imaging at higher fields including 3T, and developing an 

appropriate motion correction method that further exploits the position of arterial branches in 

2D for both targeted and whole-heart imaging. As this study utilized a fully sampled data 

acquisition scheme to enable a 3-minute CMRA scan per targeted coronary plane with a 65% 

navigator efficiency, additional scan time reduction can be appreciated by incorporating fast 

undersampling methods (such as parallel imaging and compressed sensing) and more efficient 

non-rectilinear sampling trajectories into the 3D SSFP acquisition. The 2D navigator imaging 

method can also be used with other cardiac sequences, such as multi-breath held 3D cine-SSFP 
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imaging with inter-scan motion correction, as well as in non-cardiac imaging applications that 

may benefit from regular motion monitoring. 

In conclusion, direct real-time motion tracking of coronary arteries is feasible using the 2D 

fat image navigator for a prospectively gated 3D SSFP coronary MRA sequence. The proposed 

method is capable of rapidly processing 2D navigator data, including ROI selection, template 

matching, and PAWS gating. This software was demonstrated on a commercial clinical MR 

scanner, which is potentially useful for further clinical applications. The developed 2D fat 

image navigator provides shorter scan time, higher navigator efficiency, and improved image 

quality compared to the conventional 1D diaphragmatic pencil-beam navigator.  
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This thesis describes three techniques; the first developed a routine clinical assessment of 

diastolic dysfunction through automated processing of routine cine-CMR images. The second 

developed a large-volume 3D imaging of the peripheral vessel wall through the use of a T2IR 

black-blood magnetization preparation. The third developed a 2D fat image navigator for direct 

coronary tracking, and incorporated this into a prospectively gated 3D SSFP CMRA sequence 

through development of an RTI software system for easy and rapid ROI selection on the 

existing scanner system.  

 

6.1 Future Work: LV Diastolic Assessment 

In this study, volume filling curves generated using the LV-METRIC algorithm 

differentiated the presence or absence of echo-evidenced diastolic dysfunction in a cohort of 

subjects with normal systolic function (ejection fraction > 55%). One direction for further 

investigation is to examine the presence of diastolic dysfunction in another cohort of 

population with variable systolic function. Another is improving the basal and apical slice 

segmentation, which can further reduce the time spent for manual inspection of the segmented 

images.  
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6.1.1 Subsequent works on Diastolic Assessment 

Subsequent work by Mendoza et al (115) have recently demonstrated the use of a 

combination of volume-filling derived parameters to further distinguish the severity of 

diastolic performance. The method allowed distinction between normal diastology, mild (grade 

1) restrictive filling, and severe (grade 3) impaired relaxation in patients with myocardial 

infarction who were imaged with cine-CMR. Additionally, assessment of diastolic dysfunction 

has gained research attention using automated segmentation on other cine-based methods, 

including phase-contrast MRI. For example, Bollache et al. have shown the validity of using 

MRI for diastolic assessment through a comparison with echo results (116), and this method 

also required an automated segmentation algorithm.  

In 2012, Maciera et al. provided a review of existing CMR-based approaches that were 

used in the assessment of diastolic function, which also examined techniques that reported 

diastolic performance parameters, including: atrial filling ratios, PFR and NPFR; tissue 

tagging-based myocardial strain analysis, and mitral inflow velocity curves obtained with PC 

sequences. The cross-literature analysis determined that the DVR 80 presented in (117) (and 

also Chapter 3 of this thesis) “has been shown to yield the best performance versus 

echocardiography to detect diastolic dysfunction” (118). 

  

6.1.2 Basal Slice Segmentation 

Automated identification and segmentation of the basal and apical slices also pose notable 

challenges, particularly due to the presence of left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) on the 
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basal slice, and due to small through-plane motion of the heart that becomes notable in the 

apical slice. In the study presented in Chapter 3, approximately half of the 101 patient cases 

required some sort of manual intervention and correction for these extremal slices (117). The 

absence of an automated method to account for this error and the relatively high correction rate 

(approximately 1 in every 2 examinations) has resulted in a complete inspection of all 

segmented volumes manually by the operating clinician to be necessary upon use of the full-

volume segmentation using the LV-METRIC algorithm; this has resulted in an average 

processing time of 2 minutes per case, where the actual algorithm required less than 30 seconds 

to process the volume curves, and the remaining time was used to manually inspect and correct 

for any segmentation errors on these extremal slices. Therefore, basal slice, and to a lesser 

extent apical slice segmentation have been an area of ongoing research interest. Recent works 

by Wang, Pei et al have shown some promising preliminary results in this respect (119,120). 

W  g’  m      u            u  y    um           gm      v lum      m       m g          

spatial (slice) and temporal (phase) directions. This information is used to detect and correct 

the basal and apical slice volumes accounting for LVOT, as well as through-plane motion 

during the cardiac cycle (119). P  ’  m      uses a geometric prior from non-basal slices to 

first identify the LV axis from the central positions of the LV, then detects the presence of 

effusion through the LVOT, and corrects for this error by superimposing the boundary from 

the adjacent slice. These methods are both computationally inexpensive, and have shown 

potential for further clinical utility to fully automate LV segmentation for both systolic and 

diastolic analysis using cine-CMR. 
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6.2 Future Work: 3D Black-Blood Vessel Wall Imaging 

The most notable challenge before T2IR prepared vessel wall imaging comes at a cost of 

reduced SNR due to an overall T2 decay in the muscle signal. In this thesis, multiple echo 

acquisition (NEX = 2) was used to improve the overall SNR of these images. Migration to 3T 

(76), as well as using larger receiver arrays with more channels can immediately aid in scan 

time reduction. Imaging at higher field strengths can lead to improved SNR that is roughly 

proportional to the magnetic field strength.  

 

6.2.1  Note about 3T imaging  

While 3T imaging with FSE has been demonstrated some success in a preliminary study 

through use of an adiabatic fat inversion with a separate scout scan (76), 3T imaging with 

SSFP offers greater challenges due to its sensitivity to B0 inhomogeniety, which results in off-

resonance artifacts. Alternating TR (ATR) SSFP methods, originally developed for providing 

spectral selectivity by combining TR of different lengths with RF phase cycling (121), have 

shown resistance against off-resonance artifacts in prior studies (122-124). Of note, wideband 

SSFP methods, which utilize a relaxed TR spacing to achieve spectral selectivity (123), may be 

suited for black-blood SSFP imaging with T2IR. While the longer SSFP TRs may result in 

fewer views acquired per total segment of T2IR-SSFP’     etition time, this method can 

provide both fat suppression, which required an adiabatic inversion and a corresponding scout 

scan for evaluating fat suppression in (76), and have less constraints due to SAR limitations. 
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Therefore, ATR-based SSFP acquisition methods, such as T2IR-wideband-SSFP may offer a 

new direction to further pursue in black-blood imaging at 3T. 

 

6.2.2 Note about Cardiac Black-Blood Imaging   

Additionally, cardiac applications of 3D black-blood magnetization preparation have 

recently become an area of notable research interest for characterization of myocardial function 

(73,125,126). These methods overcome the limitation of flow-dependent and 2D BB 

techniques shown for cardiac applications in prior studies (51,127,128). Some preliminary 

results have recently been demonstrated for both cardiac black-blood, and coronary vessel wall 

imaging. 

T2IR-SSFP, the pulse sequence which was developed in Chapter 4 of this thesis, can be 

used in combination with the 2D fat image navigator developed in Chapter 5. However, 

numerous challenges need to be addressed before pursuing coronary vessel wall imaging. 

These include the long navigator readout time, the relatively low SNR, and the subsequently 

long scan time to potentially acquire sufficient SNR for coronary wall imaging. Some ideas are 

listed in 6.3.2.   

 

6.3 Future Work: 2D Fat Image Navigator Based CMRA 

In this thesis, the feasibility of using a fat selective navigator was demonstrated for direct 

tracking of the coronary arteries. Furthermore, the proposed navigator was incorporated into a 
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prospectively gated CMRA sequence, which has led to both improved navigator efficiency and 

image quality. Beyond this point, there are several directions for further research.  The first is 

in technology development, and the second is validation in a clinical population.  

 

6.3.1 Technology Development: Further Scan Time Reduction 

The first notable improvement can be realized by migrating from a fully sampled Cartesian 

scheme used in this study to a scheme with some undersampling scheme combined with 

accelerated imaging reconstruction based on parallel imaging (10,11), compressed sensing 

(12), or both. The work in this thesis focused on improving both image quality and reducing 

scan time by utilizing a fully sampled Cartesian scheme, which for the targeted RCA imaging 

requires just over 128 heartbeats with a centric SSFP scheme (69) that fully samples the 3D k-

space volume. 

Undersampling of random high-frequency k-space lines has shown significant success in 

free-breathing CMRA protocols to reduce scan time while fully sampling the center of k-space 

to maintain high SNR (129,130). Such approaches can be synchronously incorporated into an 

existing navigator-gated CMRA sequence by modifying the view order scheme to enable fewer 

acquisitions before acquiring sufficient k-space data for an accelerated coronary image. A 

Cartesian ky-kz radial scheme (131-133), its variation (129), or in combination with a 

Compressed Sensing-based reconstruction (130), would merit further investigation. Such 

approaches would require addressing anticipated eddy-current based artifacts due to k-space 
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skipping with SSFP. A SPGR-based readout could alternatively be used at the expense of high 

T1/T2 contrast of blood signal offered by balanced SSFP.  

Non-Cartesian sampling schemes may also be considered for scan time reduction. 

Sampling trajectories such as spiral (18,92,134-136), radial (137-139), or hybrid approaches 

(90) have previously shown success in reducing scan times with additional advantages of being 

resistant to motion due to oversampling of center of k-space resulting in an overall k-space 

averaging effect, but image reconstruction from these non-Cartesian reconstruction are usually 

computationally expensive, and may therefore be more challenging to incorporate at the 

majority of hospital sites for routine clinical imaging. These approaches must consider both the 

available scanner hardware on product MRI scanners, in addition to the computational load to 

perform the necessary processing. 

 

6.3.2 Technology Development: Motion Correction 

Further improvements in both navigator image quality and the corresponding motion 

correction from the acquired 2D navigator approach can benefit the proposed CMRA 

technique. One major limitation of the low-resolution fat image navigator is the relatively long 

2D SPSP-based navigator TR, which makes the repeated phase encodes unsuitable with 

magnetization preparation methods, such as T2Prep (140,141), as well as black-blood 

preparations for vessel wall imaging, including MSPREP (54,65,125) and T2IR (65,66). As 

stated previously in Section 5.8, one solution to reduce the SPSP RF excitation pulse duration 

is to migrate to imaging at 3T (142).  While higher field imaging introduces a new set of 
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challenges that are less prevalent at 1.5T, such as B0 field inhomogeneity and relatively high 

SAR, strategies similar as those presented in 6.2.1 can be considered, including ATR-based 

SSFP acquisition schemes (122,143,144) for both fat saturation and suppression of off-

resonance artifacts.  

This work incorporated a k-space shift based motion correction  to improve image quality 

in a limited capacity. Delineation of a 2D projection of the target artery has the potential for 

utilizing a more elaborate motion correction method. One method is to develop a geometric 

motion model of the target artery branch (or multiple branches in the case of whole-heart 

CMRA), and apply the geometric model to correct localized regions of the artery branches. As 

new motion correction methods become realized, the gating window size can also be 

considered additional scan time reduction. 

 

6.3.3 Validation in Clinical Population 

The second direction to pursue is in the imaging of the patient population. Two study 

designs are proposed here: the first will demonstrate feasibility by imaging patients who 

undergo routine cardiac MRI at the Weill Cornell Medical College with the following 

technique. This study will be demonstrated on a small patient population of ~10 subjects. The 

second study design will image patients who also undergo coronary CTA within 7 days of the 

CMRA protocol. Patients will be recruited from those referred for a coronary CTA, and the 

MRI protocol will be offered within 7 days of the CTA. Both MR and CT images will be 
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examined according to the appropriate AHA classification for evaluation of stenotic regions in 

the coronary artery.   
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